Students cast early ballots
To avoid long
lines, many vote
bef ore election

Megan Browning "10 , who volunteered at Vote Louder , was impressed with the turnout.
"I think Vote Louder was an awesome event, and I' m really excited
that so many Colby students turned
out to vote earl y because this is an
incredibl y important election. "
Browning works in Waterville as
an intern for the Obama Campaign
for Change, and is an active member
of the Colby Democrats and Campus
Coalition for Change.
"One reason it is so important for
students to vote earl y is to make the
lines even a little bit shorter on Election Day." Browning said. "There
are a lot of people in town who will
only have half an hour to vote , and
so even if you have time to wait the
person behind you may not."
Kell y also emphasized the importance of early voting. "The logistical
reality of a Tuesday in the life of a
Colby student means that it may not
be easy to get off campus during the
middle of the week." Kell y said. The
League scheduled the event on Friday
in the hopes that fewer students would
be in class. "An early vote is like
money in the bank for your candidate," Kelly concluded.
Because of the high turnout , students were met with lines during
some parts of the day—-even last
Friday "I thought it was funny because the event was advertised as
skip the Itncs. but at points there was
still a line ," Browning said. However, even at peak points during the
day. lines did not come close to the

anticipated Election Day wait time.
"I really hope that everyone who
didn 't get a chance to vote will go
out before Election Day.
You can vote any day at City Hall
between 10 and 5," Browning said.
Kell y also noted the lines, but did not
feel they deterred students from votBy ANNA KELEMEN
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR
ing. "I think a lot of people were really looking forward to making this
vote in this election , and I think peoLast Friday. October 24 over 400
students made the trip off the Hill to
ple weren 't necessarily enthused
\ote downtown.
about the two hour lines but they were
more than willing to do them because
Vote Louder , sponsored by the
[ eague of Progressive Voters, proof how important this election is,"
\ided a daylong event intended to
Kelly said
Before each election , the League
L-ncourage students to make their
voices heard , even before Election
releases Voter Guides intended to
educate students on the issues.
Day arrives.
"Obviously people know about the
This year, the event featured an
exhibition by the Woodsmen , music ,
presidential race," Kell y said. The
food, a political theater rally. .Bike
Guides then , were meant to help
students make informed choices
rentals and rides to and from the
when it came to local races and
polls. Throug hout the day. volunballot proposals.
teers distributed the League 's Voter
"Students live here in Maine and
tiuide as well as information on inthere is a lot going on that is going to
dividual candidates.
affect what happens in this state over
"We were reall y excited about the
positive response the event received ,"
the next few years." Kell y said. Kelly,
League Co-President James Kelly '09
who sees it as the role of the League
to educate voters, pointed to the Sen-.aid. "It couldn 't have worked nearly
ate race as an example of an important
.is well as it did if it weren 't for all the
local election that will affect the lives
peop le who just showed up to hel p ."
According to Kelly, a large numof studentsat the College. The League
chose to endorse Tom Allen in his
ber of students dropped in to help.
race against incumbent Susan Collins.
and volunteers often worked twice
the length of their scheduled shifts.
According to their guide, the
League chose Allen because they beAlthough initial numbers suggested
.in even hi gher turnout. Kell y was
lieve he will activel y support an
Obama administration and because of
pleased with the final number of
roughly 450 voters.
his past legislative record on labor, environmental rights, and
energy policy.
Whether or not voters had taken the time
previous to Friday to
become fully educated
on the issues, Kelly
was impressed with the
level of engagement
students at the College
demonstrated.
"I got kind of involved in worrying
whether or not Colby
would care enough ."
Kelly said. "Students
definitely showed that
they could be actively
involved. "
For more information about the upcoming election next week
on November 4 please
see our voter guide in
this week s Echo on
?WIS M'RANOV'HE COC.BY ECHO
pages 4-7.
Students congregated on Dana Lawn to promote early voting last Friday.
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Make an infonned choice

STANDARDIZED TESTS

Predicting success on the Hill
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A report released by the National
Association for College Admissions
Counseling (NACAC) in September
urged colleges and universities to examine their use of the SAT and ACT
in the admissions process and evaluate whether they can make the tests
optional for app licants. The NACAC
report was made public around the
same time that a task force of professors and Admissions staff arrived at a
list of recommendations for Colby admissions with regard to the use of
standardized tests.
The NACAC report concludes that
at some colleges and universities
"standardized tests are important predictors of students ' academic success,
while at others, they add little compared to high school grades."
The recent task force concluded
that for the College, the consideration
of standardized tests is useful. The
College Board has looked at data from
Colby and it showed that SATs are in
fact a useful predictor of whether or
not a student will perform well. But
the task force recommended giving
students a choice between submitting
the SAT Reasoning Test, the ACT or
three SAT Subject Tests in different
subject areas. The faculty unani-

mously approved these recommendations a few weeks ago and the Board
of Trustees considered them last
weekend.
"In common with nearly every
other hi ghly selective college and university in the country, our working
group found that standardized tests reall y do help Colby 's admissions staff
predict how well students from different backgrounds will perform at
Colby," Charles A. Dana Professor of
Music and chair of the task force
Steve Saunders said. "But we were

also excited by the prospect of giving
students more freedom to decide
which test or tests best showcase their
talents and abilities."
The task force found that SAT
Subject Tests, more than the SAT
Reasoning Test, predict the GPA a
student will have at Colby. Saunders
said that the Subject Tests would
allow students to highli ght their academic strengths. "We think that accepting Subject Tests will enhance
See TESTS, Page 2
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Faithand politicsin Washington, DC

Editor speaks on
the inf luence of
evangelicalism
By DASH WASSERMAN
NFWS STAFF

Diamond 141 was standing room
onl y for Jeff Sharlet 's talk on Thursday. October 23. Sharlet 's lecture,
"Sex , Power and the Faith of
Obama: How the Religious Right is
Re-lnvcnting Itself for a New Day,"
focused on the changing face of fundamentalist Christianity and its relationship to the presidential candidate.
His presentation was sponsored
b y the department of American
Studies, which brought the contributing editor of Harpers and
Rolling Stone to the College to shed
light on one of the most influential
and misunderstood factions in American politics.
The lecture primarily focused on
the evolution of Christianity as a force
within Washington politics
As a writer who focuses on religion, Sharlet felt that 2004 was one of
the best years in his career "because it
showed religious fervor as playing a
real role in American life."
The election of George W. Bush
throug h a rall ying of evangelicals led
Sharlet to Colorado Springs , the

"evangelical Vatican," to cover an ar- in this election.
ticle for Harpers Magazine. There.
He continued. "This is one of the
Sharlet visited the New Life church of most reli giously fraught elections
Ted Haggard , then a religious fi gure ever in American life." This marked
with extensive power within the the lecture's descent into the religious
Christian community.
positioning of Barack Obama. The
"Suddenl y, evangelicals were seen presidential candidate 's pastor Jereas
a
new
miah Wright was declared "very weird"
species," said
Sharlet
about
by the media, and was
those
under
banished from the
much investigaAmerican mainstream
after
controversial
tion by the press.
comments from his
Because of
this exp losion of
sermons were taken
media attention,
out of context.
The press contin"Ted promoted
the 'Don 't act
ued to view Wright in
weird' mentality:
a bad light even after
they don 't unhis apology because,
derstand us—
in Sharlet 's own
don 't
say
words—"This guy is
anything.'"
toxic."
Sharlet conHe also spoke on
"The Family," a pritinued , "There
vate group that makes
are two bodies
invested
in
use of political leadJeff Sharlet ers in Washington to
American reliContributing
Editor
of
advance their religion not being
Harpers and Rolling Stone
weird : people
gious agenda, what
like Ted... and
Sharlet described as
the media."
"His kingdom."
Before, Sharlet said it was seen
The Family sponsors the National
as disrespectful to talk about reli- Prayer Breakfast, which is a lobbyyet
it
remains
important
to
exing
event where officials often stop
gion,
plore the truth behind this powerful by and address this symbolic group
group of people, who are invested of religiously political Christians.

The Christian
Right is dead ,
but conservative evangelism
is expanding.
It 's a new style...
a rebranding of
fundamentalism
with that 'don 't
act weird '
sensibility.

Both Obama and President Bush
have given talks to the group while
campaigning and presiding in Washington. The group uses secular means
to further a Christian agenda.
"This is an American concept of
God and power." said Sharlet. "It 's
biblical capitalism as prophesized by
bible."
Senator Obama has made gestures
of peace toward Christian fundamentalists such as The Famil y, and
he plans to expand Bush's faithbased initiatives, a reality that many
supporters find surprising.
These initiatives put federal money
into hands of religious organizations,
which , in turn, are supposed to sponsor community programs.
Sharlet reiterated that "the Christian Right is dead, but conservative
evangelicalism is expanding. It 's a
new sty le—a rebranding of fundamentalism with that 'don 't act weird'
sensibility." Sharlet argued, as a liberal Christian, that Obama is the
"complete fulfillment " to this new
brand of fundamentalism.
"He made this religion normative
and no longer associated with just Republicans... Obama has out-Bushed
Bush ," said Sharlet. "He 's writing
strangeness of religion out of American life... President Bush is an
aberration in the Christian establishment. Obama will not rock that establishment."
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Local children came to the College on Sunday for Halloween activities.
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Bangladeshi speaks on human rights

Oak Institute
brings Drishtipat
director to campus

violations of human ng hts occur.*"
Saleh received his undergraduate degree and MBA m the L'nited States
and now and works at global investment banking and securities firm
Goldman Sachs While Drishtipat
started as "an urge to do something
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
differently instead of giving my life
NEWS STAFF
away to the corporate world. " he is
now shirting away from Goldman to
Guest lecturer Asif Saleh spoke focus his work solely on Drishtipat
about his g lobal campaign for "It 's time to dedicate myself to this. "
awareness of Bangladeshi human he said.
He recalled the story of
nghts issues as part of a weekK semBang ladeshi journalist Tipu Sultah as
inar sponsored by the Oak Institute
for Human Rig hts on Wednesday, the launching pad for the organization
in 2001 Sultah is a renowned invesOctober 22
Students and community members tigative reporter in his home country
gathered to learn about the human who was "beaten black and blue by
nghts violations that citizens of the thugs " after disregarding a warnBangladesh face daily Saleh spoke ing not to wnte stones unfavorable to
local leaders. His
about Drishtipat.
"a non-profit, nonhands and legs were
cnished to be sure he
partisan volunteer
"did
not
wnte
organization comagain "
mitted to safe"On
paper
guarding human
Bang ladesh [usually]
nghts
in
has democracy, and
Bang ladesh
with
democracy
throug h actioncomes free press,"
onented projects
that provide direct
said Saleh
assistance to those
"Here 's the catch
individuals w hose
that [the editors]
don 't even get the
voices remain unnews that they 're
heard today." as
supposed to publish
descnbed on the
The rural , local cororganization 's
w ebsite
respondents back in
the villages whom
He focused on
[the editors] depend
the
conception
Asif Saleh on to send the
and fruition of the
Drishtipat
Director.
news...cannot send
organization and
the news for the fear
fielded questions
of their lives .. They
regarding his ability to raise the bar
are
completely
and take his organization to the global under the threat of the local hoolilevel
gans , of the local godfathers, under
Bom and raised in Bang ladesh. the local ruling party members. So
Saleh explained from his own life ex- they see a lot of the things but if they
penence that "the law cannot protect report it they know that their life is
you that 's where the fundamental going to be in danger the next day "

The rural , local
correspondents
back in the
villages...cannot
send the news
for fear of their
lives...they are
completely
under the threat
of local
hooligans...

echo

news in brief

Steps working group update

Freedom of the press is a contested right in AsifSaleh s home country.
"And the sad reality is that there is
nobody to protest ," Saleh added.
Sultah is a victim of this system and
was powerless to object when the government questioned whether he is a
journalist or an "information terrorist."
Sultah was jailed without the
money to procure medical attention.
In the United States, Saleh learned of
his story and was disturbed and felt
"very powerless." So he put together a
website to raise money to support Sultah and within three days, checks
started coming in accompanied by a
"national outrage [that was] amplified
internationally " Through Saleh's efforts, Sultah received full support and
recovered from his injuries. Saleh had
found a new direction and purpose for
his life.
Drishtipat
connects diaspora
Bangladeshis
with
those
in
Bangladesh to get the word out on the
human rights violations in their homeland. Started as a small Intemet-based
organization , Drishtipat has grown

into an international network with
nine separate chapters in major cities
of the world.
Drishtipat currently hosts the most
popular blog site in Bangladesh
through which it raises awareness for
the cause. The organization boasts
over 3,000 members worldwide and
currently supports 12 different programs.The Drishtipat Writer 's Collective has published over 50 articles in
national and international papers and
an eBook over the course of one year.
"Being away from Bangladesh
helps," Saleh said, because it alleviates
the threat of retribution for their work.
Going forward, Saleh said that they
hope to expand Drishtipat outside of
Bangladesh and to improve the website using what he called an "Obama
model" for online campaigning.
Students interested in learning
more about Drishtipat are invited to
visit their website at http://dnshtipat.org/ for more information.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Under a charge from the Board of Trustees, President William D. Adams
created the Champagne Steps Working Group (CSWG) earlier this year in
order to "eliminate the excessive drinking that has come to characterize the
way in which Colby seniors celebrate the end of their four years of study
at the College." according to a statement released last week by the group.
In accordance with this resolution , the CSWG "will recommend appropriate and effective measures to eliminate the 'champagne steps' event
and any other such event that might be mounted to observe the end of the
semester." These recommendations will then be evaluated by senior College officials.
According to Associate Dean of Students and CSWG member Barbara
Moore, the group is still working on the specifics of preventative measures
for the last day of classes. Equally as important, according to Moore, will
be the discussion of alternative and implementation of alternative events,
which will "hopefully be something better with [fewer] trips to the Emergency Room."
In past announcements, the administration has communicated its eagerness for students to contribute their ideas on Steps prevention and alternatives to the CSWG via e-mail. Thus far, "no one has submitted
things ," even though many students "really want to be involved ," Moore
said.
In order to ameliorate this issue, both the CSWG and the Campus Culture Working Group (CCWG), which held a preliminary meeting earlier
this semester, have set up w ebsites in an effort to encourage concerned
students to join the discourse. The CSWG website is available at
http://www.colby.edu/administration _cs/studentaffairs/steps-wg.cfm.The
CCWG is also hosted on the College website at http 7/www.colby.edu/administration cs/studentaffairs/cwgrp.cfm. Students and community members can still contribute to either discussion via e-mail at
campusculturewg@colby.edu.
—Alexander Richards, Assistant News Editor

Arkansas shooting kills two
Students Ryan Henderson . 18, and Chavares Block , 19. were killed on
Sunday October 26 in a shooting at the University of Central Arkansas in
the town of Conway A third victim , Martrevis Norman, 19, sustained a gunshot wound to his leg; he was not a student at the university. Four men are
being detained as suspects as of Monday.
The shooting occurred Sunday night when a group of men drove through
campus and opened fire near a dormitory. Witness accounts led police to arrest the four suspects, none of whom were students at the university.
Chief of University Police Larry James said that the cause of the shootings had not been determined , but according to the New York Times was an
isolated incident and was not randomly executed. Classes were cancelled on
Monday and scheduled to resume later in the week. "We do feel the campus
is safe," Chief James told the Times."We feel we have a pretty good picture
of what happened."
Henderson, who lived in the dormitory by the shooting, had not yet declared a major. Block was a pre-engineering major and star athlete and student at his high school.
On Monday evening, 500 people attended a memorial service on campus
where they sang "Amazing Grace" while remembering the victims
The university is the second largest in Arkansas, with six different colleges and about 13.000 students, 90 percent from in state.
—Suzanne Merkelson , Editor in Chief

Admissions to continue
to consider SAT scores
The NACAC report stressed that
the SAT and ACT were "never designed as measures of the quality of
our applicant pool by allowing an institution of high education. Acsome minority applicants to submit cording ly, the commission encoura subject test in a language that ages U.S. News and World Report
members of their family speak at to eliminate test scores as a meashome," he said.
ure of institutional quality. " They
The option of submitting content- believe that its continued use crebased tests such as the SAT Subject ates undue pressure increasingly
Tests creates incentive for students higher test scores.
It was reported that Baylor Unito focus on material from their high
school , rather than spend time and versity in Waco , Texas had been
money on test prep classes , books paying admitted freshmen to retake
or programs, Saunders said. "Inter- the SAT. Faculty at the University
national students will benefit from were appalled. Though the school
this option ," Beverage said. "A claimed that it was simpl y a way
number of them are often strong in of deciding which students dethe sciences— and they can show- served merit-based financial aid ,
case those skills. "
many saw it as a
The NACAC
way for the school
report was also
to drive up test
concerned with isscores in order to
sues of standardimprove its naized testing and
tional ranking.
money. "The ComBeverage
mission believes
stressed that Colby
that the time has
admissions
only
come to end the
considers standardpractice of using
ized tests as one of
'cutscores,'
or
many factors. The
minimum admistests become usesion test sores, for
ful, for example ,
merit aid eli gibilwhen trying to preity. The scarcity of
dict whether a
aid and the advanhome-schooled stutages affluent student
who was
dents have in
Steve Saunders home schooled and
gaining access to
has no grades or
Chair of SAT task force
preparation for adclass rank will be
missions test or
able to keep up
pre-tests require us
with Colby 's acato
demand
demics.
change ," the report read.
"We certainly do look beyond
In addition to the three-choice stan- the test in some cases," Parker
dardized testing policy, the task force said. "But when you 've got grade
recommended that the public an- inflation , teachers writing glowing
nouncement of this change be coordi- reports, independent education connated carefully with initiatives aimed sultants packaging the candidates
at increasing access for tow-income and no rank and class, the tests do
students and at attracting and en- give you something to kind of
rolling applicants who will diversify stack those students up against one
Colby 's student body.
another."
From TESTS, Rage 1
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We were also
excited by the
prospect of
giving students
more freedom to
decide which
test or tests
best showcase
their talents and
abilities teams.

Panel discussion focuses on current financial crisis

THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

most of all the bad things that have
happened ," he said. He added that the
explosion of the subprime mortgage
Barclays Capital Chief Executive market created a crisis that originally
Officer Robert Diamond '73 and Chief was confined to banks.
Operating Officer of Angelo, Gordon
For a period of several months after
& Company Michael Gordon '66 have the subprime mortgage market burst,
extensive experience weathering fi- banks wrote down the value of levernancial turmoil, past and present.
aged loans and sub prime mortgages,
In a discussion on Thursday, October according to Diamond.
The collapse of
23, this pair of
Bear
Steams
bankers spoke about
shortly after Easter
the current economic
downturn from their
Weekend marked a
perspectives as acnew period in the
tive participants in
turmoil on Wall
the financial services
Street. Though the
media has porindustry.
trayed the Bear
When asked to
identify when the
Stearns
merger
first signs of the curwith JP Morgan
rent crisis emerged.
Chase as a bailout,
Diamond said that
Diamond believes
he sensed something
that Bear Stearns
was wrong as early
lost its ability to obas July of 2007.
tain the money necMichael Gordon '66 essary to funds its
Although
he
Chief Operating Officer
agreed with the prebusiness
operaAngelo. Gordon & Company
vailing analysis that
tions: "They comidentifies liquidity
pletely lost their
ability to get liquidand leverage as primary causes of the financial crisis, he ity and to fund their positions, and it
noted that the processes which led to was pretty scary because Bear Steams
the events of the past I5to 16months was not bankrupt."
were longstanding.
Diamond admitted that he was
"I think the causes of this aren 't a comforted by the collapse of Bear
he
said.
"I
think
Steams
due to the fact that the situashort period of time,"
it 's 15, 20, 25 years of buoyant mar- tion was handled quite skillfully by the
kets, tremendous liquidity, and in- Treasury and Feds in a timely manner.
creasing leverage not just in banks, not Central banks.Diamond said, also injust in hedge funds but in mortgages, ject money into the system in order to
insurance companies, in real estate, compensate for the losses created from
and virtually everything that we could the collapse of Bear Steams:
see in certainly the U.S. economy and
"We saw extremely thoughtful and
increasingly around the world."
well-executed interventions from the
As he explained, the risks involved Fed, from the Bank of England, the
in using leverage, though hi gh , pro- ECB [European Central Bank], from
vided strong rewards. "The ability to the Bank of Japan, the Swiss National
take leverage, boost the levels of risk, Bank. They were coordinated, they
and get the financial returns from were together, [and] they provided
those, it was just an incredibly strong massive programs of liquidity to the
shoring of the markets." Diamond
period for that," he said.
The subprime mortgage crisis was added that many in the financial servlabeled by Diamond as the "poster ices industry were confident that the
child" for the events which have led crisis had been contained.
to the deteriorating economy "By
Gordon gave his take on the origins
poster child , I mean it was the market of the financial crisis, mentioning that
or the asset class that had the most his company saw financial troubles
leverage, the most li quidity, the most around July 2007 as well , and traced
excess, the most complication , the its origins to 2003-2004: "It was easy
most derivatives—pretty much the to borrow money. Anyone could borBy JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

When we come
out of this, we'll
all be better off.
I think we'll return to sanity,
and I think
we've all learned
a lesson.

row money, any homeowner, any cor- tinue to decline: "Home prices are
poration." Gordon said that even com- down; nationwide, I'm going to guess
15 percent to 16 percent . 17 percent
panies struggling to pay its expenses
could acquire money: "Any corpora- from the peak of 2006. There arc peotion in trouble could borrow any kind ple who think there's another 15 or 20
of money they wanted at low interest points to go to get back to a reasonrates, without any collateral. " The able level." Gordon remarked that
ability to borrow extended to home- home prices will fall until people can
owners, who bought houses at prices afford to purchase a house.
much greater than they could afford.
Due to the declines in both the stock
Gordon added that money was so market and housing prices, people
plentiful that a high level of leveraging have reduced their spending while their
was requiredto earn a profit. He opined IRAs and 401(k) s are declining. He
that upon the changing of interest rates identified the causes of the financial
in the summer of 2007 caused invest- crisis as excess liquidity in the system
ment banking firms to lose
substantial amounts of
money as there were no customers available to buy merchandise due to the inability
to borrow.
"There was just no
money in the system for
anybody to buy anything,"
Gordon said, "Banks began
to write down their collateral, to write down their
mortgage portfolios, they
began to write down their
loan portfolios, and it just
cascaded over and over and
over and over."
Gordon explained that as
2008 progressed, the situation stabilized somewhat.
However, the ability to obtain market suddenly evaporated and no one was able
to borrow money in order
to make any purchases.
"Nobody
can borrow
money today on Wall Street
Financial industry executives Robert Diamond
to buy an asset. There is no
financing available," Gordon said.
"The only people that can buy are
people with real cash, but there is so little cash relative to what's for sale that
prices have imploded." As a consequence, it is almost impossible to obtain a loan for a car or residential and
commercial mortgages. "The whole
economy of the last ten years has been
based on borrowing, borrowing, borrowing, borrowing,"Gordon said.
Gordon believes that today, banks
are nervous to finance any credit with
little money available. He predicted
that the financial crisis will continue
to become progressively worse because the housing market will con-

as well as excessive speculation in the
housing market. He said that money
has become unavailable as the weeks
have passed: "I would tell you that
there's less money available this week
than there was last week. The banks
have cut back more now than they did
a week ago." Gordon predicted that
things will get worse before the crisis
ends and that the unemployment rate
may rise to nine to ten percent.
In the question-and-answer session . Diamond said that an action by
government which insured all troubled mortgages "would go a long way
on the mortgage side. " The decline in
mortgage value would not continue .

Diamond noted , because the prices
are already so low that further declines in housing prices have been discounted. "It would be very bullish for
the financial system and it would be
very bullish for homeowners," Diamond said regarding any possible
government intervention on the housing market.
However, he acknowledged that
the global economy has become much
weaker: "As we come out of this ,
we 're now facing a much weaker
economy around the world. The talk
of there being no contagion was

crisis meant for current college students looking to buy a car or start a
business, Gordon predicted that life
after the crisis will be much better:
"When we come out of this , we'll
all be better off. I think we'll return
to sanity, and I think we've all
learned a lesson."
He noted that the financial crisis
had to occur and run its natural
course, though he never antici pated
that the financial crisis would escalate
as it has: "I think this is a much bi gger
crash correction than anybody ever
envisioned, and we will get through it.
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' 73 (pictured) and Michael Gordon '66 spoke on the financial crisis.
bunk."
Yet Gordon stated that it was inappropriate for government to use
money to buy distressed mortgages
because other sources of funding were
available. "I think what they have to
do is create new money for more people to buy new mortgages," Gordon
proposed. He added that although it is
possible for government to buy the
troubled mortgages, the solutions will
be difficult to achieve: "It 's a very,
very difficult problem to unwind.
They [the government] can do it, but
it 's not going to be easy by just going
and g uaranteeing a mortgage."
When asked what the financial

It will take a little bit longer." To
achieve this, Gordon hopes that people will begin saving and purchasing
within their means.
Diamond remarked that the ensis
had tarnished the international reputation of the United States. However,
he said that the United States is in
much better shape than its global
counterparts.
"I actually think the US economy,
relative to the rest of the world , will
come out of this stronger," he said.
However, Diamond admitted to the
audience that for students graduating
from college within a few years, it
wilt be difficult to obtain a job.

Commonly-used f inancial terminology explained f or a college audience
The majority of this article was
written on behalf of the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement as part of the talk they
sponsored: Financial Crisis Facesthe
Nation: Views for the Inside. For
more information on International
Economics, come hear Patrice
Frankogive the last of the "Know Bef ore You Vote" series on Thursday,
October 30.
Though the financial crisis consistently makes international headlines,
many terms used by media outlets are
foreign to people who do not study
economics or finance. Below are brief
explanations of a few commonly-used
terms:
Risk - According to most economic models, most investors trade
ofTbetween expected returns and risk.
Given two investments with identical
expected returns, the investor will
choose the one with the least risk. All
investments have some risk to them.
To help combat this, different financial instruments were created to provide protection to banks and other
investors from default risk, the risk
that the issuer of a bond (or receiver
of a loan) will not pay back the
amount due on time. It is ironic that
the largest financial crisis since the
Great Depression was in part caused
by financial instruments that were
originally created to decrease risk.
Moral Hazard - Many believe that
the whole market runs most efficiently when individual investment
firms invest in their best interest, trading off expected returns and risk in a
way that maximizes their individual
profit. Some believe that this crisis
could end that efficiency. Moral hazard refers to the belief that if the government bails out some business once,
investors will expect the government
to do it again for any other business
as big. This will cause them to judge
risk less harshly, which means the
markets will become inefficient.
Financial Leverage - Most banks
and investment firms first borrow
money and then invest that money
hoping to receive a higher rate than

they were charged. Savings accounts
are a simple example of this. People
loan money to banks by putting money
in their account; in return they get a
percent interest on their money. The
banks loan most of that money to people in an attempt to gain a higher rate
of return than the interestthey pay on
the savings accounts. It is clear that
there is somerisk here;if theirloans do
not get paid back, theywill be in debt
Many investment banks borrow from
and loan to more volatile sources than
savings accounts, which makes it even
riskier. As long as investment firms receive a higher yield on the loan than
they paid, their profit will increase with
the amount of leverage. Financial instruments like credit default sw aps and
futures were a good way to increase the
amount of leverage. Leverage ratios
measure how much debt different
firms have, relative to their size. One
characteristic of the last few years is an
increase in leverage ratios for many of
the major financial firms.
Liquidity - Liquidity measuresthe
degree to which a financial asset can
be bought or sold easily. If a financial
asset is liquid, one can quickly and
easily buy or sell the asset without
changing the price of the asset. Government bonds, or T-Bills, are an example of an asset that is very liquid. A
house is often an illiquid asset, however, because it often takes time to
sell, unless you drop the price way
below market value. One way to estimate the liquidity of an asset, such as
a share of stock, is to look at how
often that company's stock is bought
and sold. If it is bought and sold many
times over the day, selling your stock
will most likely be easy; there is
enough demand that it is bought often,
and selling one more won't affect the
price much. If, however, no one is
selling the stock, the fact that you
enter the market changes the market
drastically. It might be difficult to find
someone to sell it to, or you might
greatly change the equilibrium price.
The term liquidity is also used on a
national or international level. Saying
that the United States was awash in

liquidity means that lots of money is
available cheap; in other words, it is
easy to get a loan for fairly low rates.
The Federal Reserve, or Fed, can increase liquidity under most circumstances by decreasing the fed funds
rate. The fed funds rate is the interest
rate at which "depository institutions," mostly banks, can take out
short-term loans from the Fed. One
characteristic of the time leading up to
the financial crisis was a great deal of
global liquidity.
Security - A security is a type of financial instrument, or thing that has financial value, which satisfies two
characteristics: one, it has to be fungible, which means that one unit of the
good is identical to another unit; two,
it has to be negotiable. The exact definition of a negotiable instrument is
confusing, which requires a bit of law
school to fully comprehend. The basic
idea, however, is simple; a negotiable
instrument is a promise made by one
party to pay another party, which can
be easily transferred from the second
partyto a third party in return for payment The type of negotiable instrument that we come across the most is
check. By writing a check to a business, I am promising to pay that business. The business then transfers my
promise to a bank in return for the
amount of cash that I originally promised. The bank thencan collect money
from me, based on my original promise to the business. The most commonly talked about securities are
bonds (issued either by governments
or by businesses) and stocks.
Derivatives - Financial instruments can also be categorized as cither cash instruments or derivatives.
Cash instruments have value themselves and whose value is determined
by markets. For example, a dollar is a
cash instrument; the value is determined from the supply of dollars and
the demand for the dollars. Stocks arc
also cash instruments, as are government bonds and private bonds because all have value themselves.
Derivatives,on the other hand, derive
their value from some underlying as-

sets. Car insurance, for example, is a
type of derivative; its value is largely
dependent on the car it insures. There
are two main types of derivatives. Exchange-traded derivatives (ETD) are
derivatives that are traded through
formal exchanges. Over-the-counter
derivatives (OTC), on the other hand,
are traded between the two partners,
bypassing the formal exchange.
Credit-Default Swap (CDS) - A
CDS is the type of OTC derivative
that has made the most news in recent
months. In a credit default swap over
a loan, one party, "the buyer" agrees
to pay the other party, "the seller," periodic payments. In return, the seller
agrees to pay the buyer a sum of
money if a person defaults on the
loan. The reason a CDS is a derivative
is because it derives its value from the
characteristics of the loan. Many
banks took out CDSs as a form of insurance. They would write loans to
people and then "buy" CDS on those
loans to insure against the event that
the loans were defaulted on. White
CDS decreased the default risk, they
caused counterparty risk, the risk that
the "seller" of a CDS will not be able
to pay in full if the person holding the
loan does default.
Subprime Mortgages - Subprime
mortgages are loans to people who do
not qualify for the lowest rate, because their default risk is higher. To
make up for their default risk, subprime borrowers are forced to pay a
higher interest rate than borrowers
who qualifiedfor prime loans.
Bubbles - In economic theory,
stocks, houses, and almost all other
investments are priced based on their
discounted present value. This is the
value the stock has by itself, and not
the value it gains from unusually high
demand or speculation. When the
price for a group of assets, such as
houses, is way above the discounted
present value, sometimes called intrinsic value, there is said to be a bubble .. Most people argue that in the
previous years there was a housing
bubble; house prices were pushed
above their intrinsic value by in-

vestors who thought houses were the
best investments and that their prices
would continue to rise.
Interbank Loans - Banks are required to keep as cash in their vaults a
certain percent of their customer 's deposits. Generally, they want to keep
no more than the required percentage,
or : eserve ratio, in their vaults. This
money gets them no interest, while
any investment will net them some
profit. Keeping just enough to stay
above the reserve ratio is risky, however. If an unusually high number of
consumers come in to withdraw their
money, they are at risk to go below
their reserve ratio. In part because of
this, there is a normally a thriving interbank lending market; if a bank falls

below the reserve ratio they can take
out short-term low interest loans from
those banks with excess reserves. In
this crisis, this lending market has
"frozen. "
Banks with excess reserves worried that other banks had become insolvent, or unable to pay their debts,
so they did not want to lend to them.
Unable to get low interest loans from
other banks, banks became much
more protective of their reserves. This
caused them to be less willing to loan
to businesses, which are dependent on
short-term loans, and people. The
"Bailout Bill" passed by Congress
was mostly an attempt to unfreeze the
interbank lending market.
— Isaac Opper, Local News Edi-
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Those of us on the Hill are in Ward 3. so on your ballot you will see President & Vice President of the United States, United
Slates Senator . United States House Representative (2nd district), Maine Senator (25th district), Maine House
Representative (76th district). Mayor, and three proposals.
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c a n d i d a t e s for P r e s i d e n t and Vice President

John McCain , Sarah Palin (R)

Barack Obama , Joe Biden (D)
Barack Obama was born and raised in
Honolulu. HI. Obama graduated f r om
Columbia College in 1983, and received
his Juris Doctor magna cum laude f r om
Harvard Law School in 1991. Obama
was elected to the Illinois State Senate in
1996, in which he served two terms. He
was elected to the United States Senate in
2004.

John McCain t. as born in the Panama
City Canal Zone. Panama McCain graduated from the United States Naval Academy
oj Annapolis in 1958 He was elected to the
United States House of Representati ves in
19S2. and became a V S Senator of
Arizona in 1986.
Sarah Palin was born in Idaho. Palm
graduated from the University of Idaho with
a Bachelor 's Degree in CommunicationsJournalism Palin was on the city council of
Wasllla, and served two terms as the town s
mayor. She was elected governor of Alaska
in 2006

Green Independent: Cynthia McKinney, Rosa Clemente

Joseph R. Biden was born in Scranton,
PA. He received his Bachelor s' Degree
f r o m the University of Delaware in 1965
and his Juris Doctor f r o m Syracuse
University College of Law in 1968.
Biden was elected to the United States
Senate f r o m Delaware in 1972. a position that he has served in since.

Independent: Ralph Nader , Matt Gonzalez

candidates for United States Senate

Tom Allen (D)

Susan Collins (R)

Weatherization Program and the
Energy Star Program that would
reduce oil use and thus save citizens money. She would encourage
natural , renewable energy sources
and invest in more efficient , less
expensive methods for harnessing
tidal power.

the entry of the U.S. into the Kyoto
process to secure an agreement to
limit global warning without
imposing burdens which place the
U.S at a competitive disadvantage
to nations subject to less stringent
requirements," Allen said according to Project Vote Smart.

Economy - Collins supports
slight federal tax cuts on Family
Income Taxes for earnings between
$12 ,000 and $100,000 a year, and
e l i m i n a t i n g taxes for anything less.
She believes that taxes should be
raised for taxpayers who make
more than $1 ,000,000.

Collins voted "yes" on the
Second Economic Package $700
billion bailout

SusanCo-lffVThe Republican incumbent for
Senate . Susan Collins, was bom in
Canbou . Maine , where her parents
both served terms as mavor and her
father served as a M a i n e Stale
Senator Collins graduated in 1975
from St Lawrence University in
upstate New York She began her
political career bv joining former
Maine State Senator Bill Cohen 's
staff "for more than I I /ears, where
she learned both the intncacies of
Washington politics and the importance of staying true to her Maine
values and heritage." according to
her w e b s i t e
In 1987 . Collins
became the Commissioner of
Professional
and
Financial
Regulation in the cabinet of Maine 's
governor 1 994 marked the loss of
Collins ' bid for Governor, but she
was elected in 1996 to the Senate
and is completing her second term
there now She has decided to seek
re-election despite a prior commitment to serve only two terms

THE ISSUES
Healthcare - Collins supports a
universal health care program and

E n e r g y / E n v i r o n m e n t - Collins
propose-, energy independence by

Iraq - Collins voted for the war
in Iraq. "I have authored a bipartisan proposal that would require the
President to immediately transition
the mission of our troops away from
combat operations and instead focus
on counter-terrorism operations,
border security, and the training of
Iraqi forces. " Collins said on the
Project Vote Smart Website. She
docs not support maintaining U.S.
troop levels in Iraq and believes in
requiring the Iraqi government to
take on more fiscal responsibility
for the country 's reconstruction.

2020. "I support expediting applications for development rig hts and
expanding exp loration and d r i l l i n g
on federal lands such as areas in the
Rocky Mountains and the Gulf of
Mexico. We should also increase
d r i l l i n g on the 95 percent of
Alaska ' s o i l - r i c h lands that are
alread y open to oil exp loration and
drilling " Collins has also supported legislation of this nature, she
wrote on her website . In Congress
she introduced legislation that
w o u l d oversee oil speculation so as
to k eep prices realistic and low.
Collins supports funding for the
Department
of
Energy

Education - Collins does not
support funding on No Child Left
Behind, and she wrote, "While I
support the worthy goals of No
Child Left Behind , issues related to
the current statute 's burdensome
requirements must be addressed. I
believe that common sense reforms
are needed in order to provide
greater local control to Maine and
other states For example , we must
provide greater flexibility in the
ways that schools can demonstrate
student progress in meeting state
education standards." She supports
tax incentives for college savings.

expanding options for child healthcare and prescription drugs under
Medicare "I believ e that we must
build on our current public programs
and private health care system to
achieve the goal of affordable, quality health coverage for every
American. " Collins said according
to Project Vote Smart. She also supports expanding eligibility for taxfree medical savings accounts
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Tom Allen
Born and raised in Portland ,
Maine , Tom Allen , the Democratic
candidate for Senate is described by
his website as " a leader grounded
in and guided by Maine values like
common sense, hard work , and loyalty." After graduating from
Bowdoin College. Allen spent three
years at the University of Oxford as
a Rhodes Scholar. In 1989. Allen
began his political career, serving
on Portland's City Council for six
years He ran for Congress in 1996
and has since served in the 1 st
Maine District of the United States
House of Representatives

THE ISSUES
Healthcare -Allen supports universal health care and has detailed a
plan that allows already-insured
Americans to keep their plan , should
they want to. Furthermore, Allen 's
plan guarantees insurance for those
who cannot currentl y afford it. while
allowing for choice of doctor. He is
also "committed to providing owners and employees of small businesses with the same health care
coverage available to Members of

Congress." His plan invests in rural
health care and reevaluates the
Medicare prescription drug plan.
Energy/Environment - Allen
has an extensive plan by which he
would address energy and the environment in the next term. He supports drilling for oil in the United
States and would drive down fuel
costs by tightening control on Wall
Street speculators. Allen supports
the use of natural, renewable energy sources and recommends a
national energy plan calling on
"American ingenuity" to come up
with new and innovative energy
sources. In Maine , Allen would
address oil prices by offering a
refundable home heating oil tax
credit , offering low interest loans to
help for families to buy oil and providing loan assistance for home
weatherization. His plan for energy
independence details methods for
reducing carbon output and he
plans to reduce greenhouse gases
"aggressively," offering permanent
tax cuts for renewable energy and
mandating its use. Also: "I support

Economy - Through a six-part
plan , Allen proposes to energize the
Maine economy. Improving the
state 's infrastructure will boost the
economy and create new jobs. The
second tenet of his plan provides
tax incentives to benefit companies
that invest in Maine, reform national trade standards and invests in
renewable energy. Allen would
invest in and support education ,
rural economic development and
small businesses. He would also
provide middle class tax cuts.
Iraq - Allen voted against the
war in 2002. He believes firmly in
setting a deadline to get American
troops out of Iraq, and has repeatedly voted against measures for
funding that do not provide a deadline in Congress.
Education -Allen supports universal pre-kmdergarten and would
expand early childhood development programs. He would help
provide access to child healthcare
and improve teacher recruitment.
The 21st Century Community
Learning Center Program would
increase
participation
in
after-school programs. He also
lans
to
invest
in
school
construcp
tion by expanding current tax credit and bond programs and he would
improve special education by fully
funding the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act. Allen
would also better the community
college program by broadening
financial aid.

c a n d i d a t e s for United States House of Representatives , District 2

John Frary (R)

John rrar\
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Retired professor and current Republican bid
for Congress. Frary was born in Farmington, ME
in 1940 He graduated from the University of
Maine and then pursued hig her education out of
state, receiving a Master ' s from Rutgers
University. Frary was a professor at a New Jersey
college for 32 years and he is an editor of The
International Military Encyclopedia . He has
approached the race for a seat in the United States
House of Representative for Maine 's 2nd
Congressional Distnct in a wholly unique way,
w r i t i n g on his website. "My duty, as I understand
it, is to treat the buncombe that passes for serious
campaigning w i t h unrestrained ridicule; to pillory
the slippery, ignorant incumbacrat now in office;
to state the truth about the issues before us as I
understand them , to park my name on the ballot
where there would otherwise be a vacancy."

Michael Michaud (D)

Democratic incumbent Mike Michaud was
bom in Millinocket and grew up in Medway,
ME. He graduated from Schcnck High School
and went to work in the paper mill of his hometown for 30 years. Michaud has served as the
Congressman of Maine 's 2nd Congressional
District since 2002 and has made the energy crisis a priority on his agenda. He touts active bipartisanship as a way to make progress in Congress.
Michaud serves on the House Veterans'
Affairs Committee and is an advocate for labor
rights and fair trade policies. In Congress, one
main focus of his has been economic development. According to his website, "he has introduced legislation to create a Northern Border
Regional Commission that would invest $40 million per year - rising to $60 million per year by
2012 - in federal resources for economic devel,
,
. „
opment and job creation.
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candidates for Mayor ( W a t e r v i l l e )

Paul LePage (R)

Rosemary Winslow (D)

Paul LePage is the incumbent mayor of
Waterville and the Republican candidate this
year, serving as mayor since 2003 and city
councilor representing Ward I for two terms
prior to that. If elected, LePage would serve for
another three years.
LePage comes from a family of 19 children;
he ran away from his home in Lewiston at the
age of It , and worked to put himself through
hi gh school, Husson College in Bangor and an
M.B .A. in finance and economics from the
University of Maine. Shortly thereafter, he
began working for a paper company in
Waterville. LePage and his wife, have raised
three children in Waterville. LePage also works
as a general manager for Maiden 's Surplus and
Salvage stores across the state.
According to the Morning Sentinel, in the
mayoral debate on Oct. 21 , LePage "cast himPaul LePage
self as a bold decision maker" and emphasized
his economic experience and sense of fiscal
responsibility. "I believe I definitely have the business and financial skills to benefit this city," LePage said during the debate. "I do listen to different sides, but at some point , I will make a decision."

Rosemary Winslow is the Democratic candidate for mayor this year. She has served as a city
councilor for Ward 3 (which includes the College)
for nine years. She also works as the intergovernmental liaison for Rep. Michael Michaud (D- 2nd
District), a position she believes makes her wellequipped to merge municipal problems with
statewide and federal issues.
Furthermore, according to the Morning
Sentinel, Winslow also has volunteered for the
Peace Corps, worked for Senior Spectrum 's
Muskie Center and taught at Waterville High
School; according to Joan Phillips-Sandy (in an
endorsement in the Morning Sentinel), Ward 3
representative on the Waterville Board of
Education , this makes Winslow "a strong supporter of Waterville public schools."
During the mayoral debate, Winslow highlighted city projects such as Waterville Main Street and
Ui .PUI. li USDA GCV
the Hathaway Project. She believes she has the Rosemary Winslow
ability to add to future successes downtown. "I am
prepared to bring leadership and open mind."
Winslow said during the debate. "I want to lead people into making decisions—into making good decisions."

candidates for Maine Senate (District 25)

Lisa Marrache (D)

Brent Hutchins (R)

Brent Hutchins, a Republican , is vying for a position in the Maine State Senate District 25.
Hutchins was born and bred in the state of Maine. He received his Bachelor 's Degree in
Education at the University of Maine at Machias. After teaching in local elementary schools for
a few years, Hutchins married Martha Maiden and the couple had three children together. At
this point Hutchins decided to change the direction that his life was headed by working for his
father-in-law's business: Marden 's Surplus and Salvage. Hutchins and his family currently
reside in Albion , ME. Hutchins has worked for Mardens for more that 30 years, as did his father
before him.
According to Hutchins, as printed by the Kennebec Journal, he is running for State Senate
because elected officials need to focus on jobs and the economy as well as reducing our energy
burden. "I am running for Senate because these arc steps we must take to put our state back on
track," Hutchins said.
* The Echo was unable to attain a picture of this candidate.
Lisa Marrache

candidate for Maine State House of
Representatives (District 76)

Henry Beck (D)

Bom ,and raised in Waterville, the College's own
Henry Beck '09 is the Democratic candidate for
the Maine State House of Representatives, District
76. Beck joined the Waterville City Council in
2006. "On the Council , Henry has been a leader on
issues around Waterville's North End, serves as
Chair of the Committee on Environmental
Stability, and has built a reputation for effective
and compassionate constituent service," according
to his website. He has served as the president for
the Maine College Democrats. Beck has a record
of voting for lower taxes and focuses on issues of
community safely, health care and the environment. Beck is running unopposed.
Beck balances his political responsibilities with
academic pursuits on the Hill where he is majoring
in government.
Henry Beck

COUHTESV OF HENBV BECK
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The incumbent Maine State Senator. Lisa
Marrache, is working hard to maintain the position
she has held since 2006. Marrache received her ¦
Bachelor 's Degree in Chemistry at Columbus State
University, and graduated from the Medical College
of Georgia in 1995. Currently, Marrache and her husband , Ronnie , work as family doctors here in
Waterville. The couple has two children together. As
a doctor and a politician , Marrache has a special
interest in women's issues and rights. Marrache was a
former Waterville City Councilor, as well as a
Representitave in the Maine State House. She was
elected to the State House of Representatives in 2000,
where she served three terms.
Marrache was endorsed by the College 's League of
Progressive Voters because of her "efforts to create
and maintain healthcare programs for Mainers , as
well as her vision for alternative energy," according
to their website.

STATE QUES TIONS (Ballot Proposals)

State Question 1: People 's Veto
People s' Veto: "Do you want to reject the parts of a new law that change the method of funding Maine s'
Dirigo Health Program through charging health insurance companies a fixed f e e on paid claims and adding
taxes to malt liquor, wine and soft drinks? "
Current legislation funds the Dirigo Health Program through taxes on malt liquor, wine and soft dnnks to provide some 18,000 Maine workers with health coverage. Voting NO would support the current legislation and
continue to fund the Dirigo Health Program. Voting YES would repeal the increased tax, and provide no funding for the current Dirigo Health Program.

State Question 2: Citizen Initiative
Citizen Initiative: "Do you want to allow a certain Maine company to have the only casino in Maine, to be
located in Oxford County, if part of the revenue is used to fund specific state programs? "
If passed, this initiative would allow one casino in Maine for ten years. A required 39 percent of the profits
would be distributed to 22 specific programs and agencies.
Possible Pros:
-Economic job growth in Oxford County.
-A portion of the income will go to funding Maine charities.
Possible Cons:
-Problems such as crime, domestic violence and gambling addiction may increase.
-The cost of town services such as police officers and firefighters may be driven up.

State Question 3: Bond Issue
Bond Issue: "Do you favor a S3. 400.000 bond issue to support drinking water programs, to support the construction of wastewater treatment facilities and to leverage S17 .000.000 in other funds?
This bond would improve Maine infrastructure and support w astewater treatment facilities and state safe
drinking water systems.
If passed, the measure will fund the state 's revolving loan fund that communities can apply to for low-interest loans.

Rememberto VOtCanytime on or before
The decision is yours.
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, A GLIMPSE FROM ABROAD

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Student voters across
the globe stay engaged

Non-voting community
weighs in on the issues

International
students ' views
on the election
By DOUG PROCTOR
NEWS STAFF

The upcoming 2008 election
has been hailed by many as one of
the most monumental and important elections in the last 25 years.
As Election Day approaches, students and teachers alike actively
engage in various activities One
examp le of such engagement is the
"Know Before You Vote" lecture
series intended to inform voters
about the candidates ' platforms in
order to allow them to make
informed decisions.
While political opinions on
campus vary substantially, the
perspective of international students on the election, what it
means and what issues the international students at the College
find to be of importance composes a wholl y different way of thinking about the election
When asked whom he would
vote for if he were allowed to cast a
ballot in November. Bogumi!
Giertler *12. of Poland, responded
emphaticalh. "Obama . Obama .
Obama " "Obviously there are
many trade-offs regardless of who
you support. " Giertler said, "but
we 're more for w hat is good for
internationals " Giertler further
explained that from his point of
view an Obama presidency represents positive changes for internationals living in America , from
increased awareness and acceptance of foreigners, to a decreased
cost of education. "Taxes and
health-care aren 't really things that
affect me." Giertler said. "When I
leave the U.S. 1 get the money I
paid in taxes back."
Adela Custo '12. of Bosnia,
expressed frustration with some of the
politics. "It is sornetimes so superficial" she said. Custo continued, "I do

not think people should be v oting for
Obama just because some say it is
time to hav e a black president "
What. then, are the issues that
directl y affect internationals living
in the United States? Knshan Rcle
'09 of India, an economics major,
quickly responded, "For me, as an
external player in all of this ,
American policies affect me primarily to the extent that they affect my
ability to get a visa." Rele continued,
"if I could vote. I would vote for
McCain , because
historically .
Republican presidents have been
more relaxed on restricting the number of internationals that can get
w ork visas to come to America "
Jasmine Qm '12 , of China , has
been unimpressed with both candidates. "I' m rather disappointed. "
said Qin. "Neither candidate 's policies are especially progressive at
all. " She added , "I feel like they are
all still stuck in an old way of thinking about China."
While the drama continues
between the candidates and their
constituents over domestic and inter-

It really is so
important that
students at
Colby who can
vote understand
what a privilege
it is to be able
to vote in this
election.
Jasmine Qin '12
Chinese Student

national policies alike, a look at the
focus of international students can
provide useful insights into the way
the rest of the world sees what is currently happening in America.
Although none of the students
interviewed can vote in the upcom-

ing election, their viewpoints not
only compose an important part of
the College community, but also represent fresh perspectives from an
extraordinarily select group of internationals stud ying at selective universities and colleges in America
The issues important to each student
differ dramaticall y based on w hat his
or her home country is, as American
foreign policy differs.
Yin Fu '10 said her support for
Obama came from a hope that, if
elected, an Obama presidency
could , "help change [the world's]
perceptions of America. " Fu 's
thoughts coincide directly with a
December 2007 essay in Atlantic
monthly by Andrew Sullivan , on the
importance of America revamping
its international image, and the
unique qualities of Obama that
could realize these changes
With the election in under two
weeks, the interest and awareness
among the international student
community at the College shows
that although they cannot vote ,
they understand they hold a stake
in. and will to a great extent be
affected by the outcome of the
November election.
From changing visa technicalities to changing the way the world
sees America, all students interviewed for this article agree on one
thing: those able to vote are truly
empowered. "It really is so important that students at Colby who can
vote understand what a privilege it
is to be able to vote in this election," said Qin. "Their votes will
shape the futucc ."

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Far f rom home,
Juniors remain
politically aware
As the November election
approaches , students on the Hill arc
abuzz with anticipation and opinions
about the candidates and their respective platforms Registration drives,
lectures, debates and heated discussion have engulfed the campus as students prepare to vote. Interesting ly,
although they may be far away, students studying abroad described a
similar experience this election season. Whether in Europe, Africa, or
Asia, juniors at the College agreed
that living abroad in the middle of a
national election has been memorable.
Courtney Cronin '10 is one such
student , currently studying in Paris.
Cronin has found it interesting to
live in France during the current
charged atmosphere of political
focus. "France is, for the majority, a
left-wing country, therefore most of
the news on the TV or in the newspapers are biased in one way or
another," Cronin said. "I' ve had to
rely on American sources to get
more balanced information."
Elisc Randall '10 has found a more
intimate political experience in the
Czech Republic , where she has had
the opportunity to talk politics with the
locals. However, Randall emphasized
that the Czechs are not overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the current
United States election for president.
"On the whole... people here care a lot
less than I expected, and it 's almost
refreshing to hear that the US is not as
ultra dominant as we within the US
might suppose," Randall said.
Not all students are finding it so
easy to be out of the country during
this election. "It 's a little disappointing to be out of the country during

the election season, especially
because it 's the first presidential
election I can vote in and it 's such an
important one ," Hanna Noel '10
said. Noel is currently studying in
Senegal. Furthermore, Noel has
found it challenging to cover the
news as closely as she would like.
"Unfortunatel y, the Internet connection is pretty unreliable — we lose
power pretty frequentl y and sometimes even when we have power the
wireless doesn 't work ," Noel said.
Despite these difficulties , Noel is
still pleased she has been able to
experience the election from abroad.
"It has made this election even more
memorable. On top [of] my being in
Senegal for the election season, we
will be spread out all over the country on a week-long rural visit during
the election itself!" In that visit ,
Noel explained , some of the students
in her study abroad program will be
in cities with cell phone and television service while other students
will be in remote areas where technology is hardly functional.
Ben Mickle '10 , who is studying
in New Zealand, has also felt the
effects of less news coverage. "It 's
felt pretty strange since I wasn't
reall y in the thick of it like I was in
2004.1 wasn 't as exposed to as much
news about it (from real news and
fake, such as the Daily Show), so it 's
been in the back of my mind instead
of on the forefront ," Mickle said.
While Mickle docs not mind voting
absentee, he would have preferred
the election coverage available in
America. "If had been home I probably would have been at Colby any
way so I would have had to vote
with an absentee ballot regardless,"
Mickle said. He continued, "I do
wish that I was around for more of
the coverage (The debates have not
been on television and I tried to
watch one on YouTube, but New
Zealand internet is ridiculously slow
and would have taken several hours
to load, so I gave up)."
Kelsey Gibbs MO , who is studying in India , also expressed disappointment about living in a foreign
country while the US chooses a new
president. "I'd say uncomfortable
gives a decent description. I' m hearing about the generalities of the election , but I don 't get to hear the
particulars, the everyday kind of
news from here ," Gibbs said.
Furthermore, Gibbs expressed concern over the security of overseas
voting. "I wish I could' ve voted in
the US so that I could make sure my
vote will count. I don 't know if I

trust all the variables going into the
absentee ballots. I' ve been told thai
they are often excluded," Gibbs said
Interesting ly, one aspect of the
experience many juniors agreed
upon is that most locals in their
respective countries are more enthusiastic about the election for the nexi
American president than man>
Americans themselves. "Some
French speak as if they know more
about the American government ami
the political atmosphere than I do
(althoug h some probably do). '
Cronin said. Though the French
news has favored Obama, Cronin
said that the French wish they could
vote for Hillary Clinton. In contrasi
to the avid Democratic following.
Cronin has found that the
Republican Party is largely looked
down upon in France. "Palin is
somewhat of a joke and often overshadows McCain 's credentials . '
Cronin said. Mickle and Gibbs experienced similar pro-Obama sentiment in their respective host
countries. "Most of the Indians Fve
spoken with are incredibly proObama. There was a recent flurry of
pro-Bush sentiment in the papers
because of the new nuclear deal the
US just signed with India , but the
populace seems to still side with
Obama because of his foreign po!ic\
ideas," Gibbs said. Kat Cosgrove
*10 , who is studying in Geneva.
Switzerland , echoed these expen
ences: "It is...interesting to note that
I have not met a single person while
abroad who is voting for John
McCain. Europe loves Barack
Obama. I' ve even seen a Barack
Obama bumper sticker on a car here
I was told by a friend that a local
movie theater showed a movie about
Barack Obama tonight."
Regardless of the political leanings
of these students, they are determined
to make their voices heard come
November. While some students found
the process for voting absentee to be
simple and convenient, others have
encountered difficulties. "In terms of
voting, I have requested my ballot several times, but have not yet received n
1 have already mailed in the Federal
Write-in Absentee Ballot, so that !
know my vote for Barack will count
I' m still hoping that my absentee ballot
arrives shortly so that I have time to get
it in," Cosgrove said Similarly, Gibbs
articulated a sense of nervousness about
whether or not her absentee ballot will
be counted. "I just mailed my ballot
yesterday, in the rush Indian post.I'm
crossing my fingers that it gets there,
but who knows."

STUDENT VIEWS

Politicalopinionson Hill vary in contentand intensity
By ANNA KELEMEN

SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR

This year, there has been a general hubbub surrounding student voters in the upcoming election.
Campaigns, new s networks , pundits
and regular voters have all noted the
upsurge in student voter registration
and involvement in politics this year.
Not only are young voters joining
the forces of volunteers and staff
working political campaigns this
year, but parents across the nation
are being pressured and cross examined about their party affiliation and
voting choices by their own offspring. So what are the issues driving young voters to the polls and
how are they deciding wha. candidates to support 0 Perhaps most controversially , are student voters
deciding w here they will vote and
what is propelling these decisions?
Anne Burton ' 12 has resisted the
push to register in Maine in order to
vote in her home state of
Washington "I know and care about
the local politics there." Burton said
"I don 't think it 's fair to local candidates to vote on local issues if you
don 't know the issues or the candidates " Burton is a member of the
Colby Republicans, and the upcoming election will be her first chance
to vote Burton expressed some frustration with the lack of political
diversity on campus "I decided to
get involved in the election this year
with the Republican Club because I
think it goes without saying that
Colby is a pretty liberal campus
And I think it 's good for students to
be exposed to a conservative viewDotnt in the hor>cs that thev 'l) look at

both sides of an issue with an open
mind instead of just agreeing with
the majority, " Burton said. The
issues most important to Burton are
taxes and the war in Iraq
Harry Curme '10. is another student who has decided to remain registered in his home state. A
Massachusetts native, Curme reregistered there this year switching his
registration from Maine where he

I support leaders, particularly
Obama , who I
believe can be a
voice to inspire
our nation and
whom I can
trust with the
heavy task of
finding solutions to the
challenges we
face...
Chris Gorud *11
Colby Democrats

voted for the 2006 election This
year, however, Curme has been
unimpressed
with
both
the
Republican and Democratic presidential candidates "I' m pretty sick
and tired between choosing the puppet on the right and the puppet on the
left

while the rest nf thf cramtrv

ignores the puppeteer who controls
them both. I' m sick of choosing
between the lesser of the two evils,"
Curme said. Curme, who is not
going to vote for either presidential
candidate, was a Ron Paul supporter.
Curme intends to wnte in Ron Paul.
"I will be content in my conscience
knowing that I voted for the person I
believed in , not the person who
appeals to most of the country. My
vote is the only thing that the State is
obligated to listen to, I may as well
speak my mind," Curme said.
Chns Gorud '11 , on the other
hand , decided to vote in Maine. "I
am very concerned and involved
with local political issues at home
and voted there last year during the
primaries mostly because I wanted
my voice heard in the big city political issues at home," Gorud said. This
year, however, Gorud changed his
registration. "I felt that voting here ,
in the Maine 2nd , would make the
largest difference to aid the election
of Barack Obama, my candidate for
President and to enhance the ability
of a progressive agenda m
Washington particularl y on environmental issues," Gorud said. The
environment is an issue Gorud feels
strongly about, and one he feels
California
takes
seriousl y
"California has been at the forefront
of environmental regulation and
incentives for innovation (under a
moderate Republican executive who
I supported in his re-election bid, 1
might add) and I would like to see
these programs be imp lemented on a
national level," Gorud said He is
cautious of "stopgap solutions" to
environmental concerns such as offshore drilling.
The cr (.nnmv is alcn nn tKe fore-
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Over 400 students voted early at Vote Louder on Friday October 24th. Rides were offered to and from campus.
front of Gorud's mind this election
season, as it is for so many others.
"The preferred-stock buy in the
implementation of the second
bailout bill was the right call , and I
believe that we need to elect Obama
and a Democratic majority to impose
greater regulation on some of our
financial markets," Gorud said. He
recognizes , however, that ultimately
voters must follow their hearts when
deciding which candidate to support.
"I support the leaders, particularl y
Obama . who I believe can be a voice
to inspire our nation and whom I can
trust with the heavy task of finding
solutions to the challenges we face
with regards to poverty, the environment , education and foreign reputation, " Gorud said. On a local level ,
Gorud plugged the College 's own
Weni-v ReeL-
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House of Representatives race is
pretty easy for me as Henry is a great

I think it's good
for students to be
exposed to a conservative viewpoint in the
hopes that they'll
look at both sides
of an issue...
Anne Burton '12
Colby Republicans
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Jenny Stephens '12 is also voting
U) Maine this November. "This will
be my first time voting and I' m
super excited ," Stephens said. "I'm
from midcoast Maine so my vote
would count for Maine either way.
but I decided to register in
Waterville so I could have the
whole go to the poll experience
rather than mail in an absentee. "
Stephens feels that the most important issues at stake this year are the
economy and the need for alternative energy solutions.
Regardless of political opinion.
the decision of where to vote is
less a matter of convenience than
conscience for the voters interviewed for this article. It will be
interesting to see how such freedom may affect the outcome of the

voting in maine

how to register

In order to register to vote in Maine, an individual must be a citizen of
the United States of America, and at least 18 years of age by Election Day
(November 4, 2008). Regardless of homestatc, students are considered
residents of Maine, and therefore are eligible to vote locally. Students at
the College may register to vote in any of the following places: the
Waterville City Hall, the nearest Maine Motor Vehicle branch office , in
most state and federal social service agencies, or at voter registration drives. Various student groups are offering on-campus registration.
Maine offers same-day registration , making it possible to register to
vote right up until Election Day. However, for individuals who wish to
register by mail , the deadline was October 21. 2008.
EARLY VOTING IS AVAILABLE for all registered voters. It is not
necessary to provide a reason to cast an early ballot. Requests for absentee ballots must be made by October 29, 2008. If you choose to vote early,
voting takes place at City Hall.
Our polling place is 21 College Avenue. Waterville ME 04901. Hours
are 6:00am-8:00 pm and rides from campus will be offered.
Note: information for this article was obtained via the voter registration instructions page on the State of Maine s' website as well as from
instructions found on Barack Obama s campaign website on how to register to vote in Maine.
—James Beltran. News Staff

Voter Rights: Facts and Myths
Is it true that I can register and vote at the same time?
Fact: Maine offers same-day registration , and you are able to vote
as soon as you complete your registration.
Will registering in Maine affect my financial aid or insurance?
Myth: According to the 1979 Supreme Court case Symm v U.S.
Colby students meet the residency requirements in Maine.
Registering here will not affect anything other than the state in which
you are voting.
Can Ireally go and vote today?
Fact: Early voting has already started, so if you want to avoid the
lines, head on down to city hall any weekday before 5p.m.
What if Iam waiting in line and the polls close?
If you are in line by the time the polls close, you are entitled to
your vote, so just hang in there. BUT REMEMBER , you can vote
early and avoid the lines all together.
Do I have to vote on everything? What if I don 't know enough
about it?
NO! If you don 't know enough about local issues or candidates, it
is fine to leave that box empty.
WHAT TO BRING
- Bring your Colby ID as proof of identity and residency. The Waterville
Voter Registration also recommends students bring something else with their
name on it , tike a driver 's liscence.
- If you forget to bring evidence that establishes your identity and residency,
you have the right to be placed on the voter list and cast a "challenged ballot."
-If you 're already registered, you don 't need ID to get the ballot.

voting in maine

maine history

Maine is one of two states that split electoral college votes; the
other is Nebraska. With a population of about 1.3 million people, the
state has four electoral votes. Since 1969, two of these have been
awarded according to the winner of the popular vote in the statewide
election; the other two go to the highest vote-winner in each of the
state 's two congressional districts. This means that one candidate can
win three votes and the other one , making Maine especially important
during a close national race. In 1992 , third-party candidate Ross Perot
was four percentage points short of carrying the Second Congressional
District (which includes Waterville). which would have given him one
electoral vote.
In state and local elections , Maincrs are often more accepting of
independent and third-party candidates than other states are; Angus
King was an independent governor from 1995 to 2003. Historicall y,
Maine has been both solidly Republican and Democrat over different
time periods. In the 1936 election , it was one of two states, along with
Vermont, not to vote for Franklin D. Roosevelt. In the 1960s, the
state began to lean toward the Democratic Party, especially in
Presidential elections. It has voted Democratic in the past four
Presidential elections.
Suzanne Merkelson, Editor in Chief

vo ting in maine

voter rights

PassionateDem puts heart into election

WHOSE ELECTION: SAM GIVEN-DENNIS '09

to the election of Democratic candidates in Maine. She was a participant in the College 's Vote Louder
If there is any Democrat on cam- movement , which sent many stupus this fall who seems particularl y dents into Waterville for early votenthusiastic about the upcoming ing last Friday. As the days until the
wane , Given-Dennis
election , it 's Sam Given-Dennis '09. election
This Latin American studies major makes one final p lea for students
on
the
Hill
to
vote. "Colby students
became utterly gripped by politics
when she saw Barack Obama speak have been accepted to and are
actively involved
at a fundraiser for
in one of the top
John Kerry a few
educational instiyears ago. "I was a
tutions in our
senior in high
nation , and it
school and I said,
would be inappro'This man should
priate for the edube
president. *
cated sector of the
Since
[Obama]
population to not
announced he was
express
their
running, I' ve been
opinion. "
a full supporter."
As for local
As a member of
candidates , Giventhe
leadershi p
D e n n i s
team
of
the
Campus Coalition
Sam Given-Dennis '09 unabashedl y supCampus Coalition for Change
ports the election
for Change, Givenof Tom Allen as a
Dennis is putting
Maine state senaall her effort into
tor. She believes it
helping
Obama
win this election. She claims to have is necessary to have at least one
felt a connection with Obama imme- Democrat from Maine elected to the
diately upon hearing his speech and U.S. Senate for this next term.
she "wanted to bring that fervor to "[Allen] is integral for being part of
the Senate. Allen will make it easier
Colby" this election season.
Given-Dennis, a Los Angeles for Obama to create the change that
he
is petitioning."
native , decided to vote here this fall
The 2008 election has been motibecause her ballot is more essential

VOTE EARLY

By COURTNEY YEAGER
NEWS STAFF

While thinking
about what this
election means
for yourself ,
think about what
it means to the
rest of the world.

COUBTES* Of SUM OVENOENNIS

Sam Given-Dennis '09. is the Colby Chapter Obama Campus Coalition f o r
Change Data Coordinator and an active member of the group s leadership.
vating for Given-Dennis as she ponders her plans after graduation this
spring. "I have actually thought a lot
about potentially going to work
under Obama 's office if he is elected," Given-Dennis said. GivenDennis hopes to work on the private
sector side of public policy, and is
excited about her upcoming commencement. After emphasizing that
she's loved her time here at the
College, she admitted, "It 's time to
move on."
With only a few days left before
the next President of the United
States is elected , Given-Dennis '
excitement cannot possibly be con-

tained. "While thinking about what
this election means for yourself, think
about what it means to the rest of the
world, not only minority communities but people who have been
oppressed, ethically or by our government," Given-Dennis said. Her confidence in the students at the College is
evident, and it is evident that her
belief in Obama and what he stands
for never waivers. When asked what
she is most excited for during the
upcoming election day, GivenDennis responded, "Opening a bottle
of champagne to celebrate. I'm envisioning a moment in which it has
become clear that Obama has won."

WHOSE ELECTION: BENJY OGDEN '11

Republican makes voice heard
By CHELSEA EAK1N
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Benjy Ogden '11 is a pragmatist.
Though he votes Republican "probably 99 percent of the time," he looks
at every issue in its own right. "What
do my views on abortion have to do
with my views on tax policy? And on
gay rights?"
Ogden, from Milo, Maine, spent the
summer campaigning in and around
his hometown for Susan Collins, the
Republican senator from Maine he has
grown up with since she first took
office in 1996. Ogden admires Collins

for being much like himself when it
comes to politics. He describes Collins
as a "pragmatist who happens to vote
Republican most of the time."
An Advanced Placement government course during high school
sparked Ogden 's interest in politics.
He took the class during the 2004
presidential election and as extra
credit he worked for "I'll be honest,
the Bush campaign. " Ever since ,
he 's been hooked.
In June , Ogden contacted the
Collins campaign to network for the
Colby Republicans , of which he is
director of public relations, and the

BenjyOgden '11 is the directorof public relationsfor the Colby Republicans.

woman he contacted "quickly sucked issues, libertarian and even anarchist.
me in" he says. He spent the summer At the College, "quite a few people arc
attending rallies, wearing his Collins not liberal" Ogden says. "It's hard for
them to get their voice out, so we like
t-shirt and raising public awareness.
to provide a place
Ogden respects
*
for people —
Collins independent
whether
you are a
thought process. .As
libertarian, a conan example, he pointservative maybe in
ed to her being one of
only one area and
a handful of senators
not necessarily
who voted against
across the board—
President
Bush's
to be heard."
Farm Bill in 2006.
Last year many
"Despite both parties
club
members
pushing, the White
graduated , and
House pushing and
Ogden is making
big newspapers in
a big PR push his
Maine
pushing,"
Collins voted against
Benjy Ogden '11 goal until the next
election cycle in
the bill. He also pointColby Republicans
2010. "In 2006
ed to Collins going
we were the numagainst her party to
ber one college
support the State
Children's Health Insurance Program Republicans in Maine and Maine
(SCH IP)—"despite opposition , this was number one in the country, we
was an example of her independence want to build that back up."
and I agreed with her decision."
"Like everybody, I would love to
Once the campaign season ends, be running for high office some day,"
Ogden plans to focus his efforts on the Ogden says, but is doubtful that will
Colby Republicans. He will work to be in his future. After he graduates in
keep the Republicans ' image up, two years, Ogden wants to go to grad"which is hard on this campus," he uate school and then into politics—
says. To do this, Ogden says the "Though, I' m not sure 1 can stomach
Republicans "accept the fact that we what it would take to make it into big
are the equivalent of an opposition time politics. If I end up at a think tank
party." The club is a mixed bag of peo- in Washington I'll be happy, as long as
ple who are conservative on all but a it 's something I enjoy and I don 't have
few issues, liberal on all but a few to sell out my own beliefs to do it. "

It 's hard for
[people] to get
their voice out ,
so we like to
provide a place
for people [...]
to be heard .

CWOLINE DICKSON. THE C0C8Y ECHO

On Friday, October 24, over 400 students f r o m the College cast their
votes at City Hall. I ote Louder, sponsored by the League of
Progressive Voters, offered rides, music, food and voter guides to students as they prepared to participate in the election. Students who
wish to are still able to vote early during the business day MondayFriday before November 4th.

EDITORS ON THE ELECTION

How will you decide
who to vote for?
"I have morals, and I
already voted for
Barack Obama ! "
— Caroline
Dickson '10

"Whichever campaign
angers me less in the
next week."
—Alex Richards '09

"I'm a self-descnbed
elitist. Take a wild
guess."
—Kris Miranda 09

EDITORIAL

An endorsement, of sorts

Typically, newspapersendorse candidates prior to an election. The Echo is no different
The paper endorses Student Government Association candidates every spring and will
often support local candidates during election years.
This year, when discussing potential endorsements , we considered what exactly our role
is in informing the College community about elections Without question , we publish the
platforms of SGA candidates eaeh spring—that is our role as the sole newspaper within this
particular community
This dynamic chances when it comes to local, state and national elections. We know (and
hope i that the Ei ho is not the student body 's only news source However, we also realize that
mam students , choosing to \ote in Maine for whatever reasons , may still be uninformed
about local issues .ind candidatcs-and looking for guidance Furthermore, we are aware that
ballot questions can be difficult to read and understand and that the Afew York Times and the
Boston Globe don 't discuss the Waterville, Maine mayoral election
Thus , we present our Voter Guide to the 2008 Elections (see pages 4 through 7). We don 't
have to tell you that this presidential election is an extraordinary moment in our nation 's history We don ' t feel thai we 're the ones best placed to help you decide between Barack Obama
or John McCain Our decision not to feature their presidential platforms is a reflection of our
recognition thai w hen it comes to national media, the Echo is in a different league than CNN
How ever, mans students—w hile \\ ell informed on national issues—do not necessarily read
the Morning Senrinel everyday. Many of us have chosen to register to vote in Maine because
our \otes may count "more " here than in strongly Democratic Massachusetts or New York
We therefore have an obligation to educate ourselves on local issues This is something the
E. ho ha- stressed in man> editorials over the years.
The Echo editorial board has chosen not to endorse any candidates this year, instead Idling our \ otet guide speak for itself and leaving your decision entirel y up to you.
We hope thai this guide can help fill in some gaps. Creating a nonpartisan, neutral voter
guide his been incredibl y difficult and we 've caught ourselves on a few occasions letting our
biases seep a little too obviously onto the page. We've also scrutinized photographs of the candidates and the p lacement of their platforms We've had to consider how much and what information to include The end result is. hopefully, an objective and useful tool for you to use
before you step into that \oting booth.
We also want to remind you that you are not obligated to fill in every bubble on the
ballot If you do not understand an issue or don 't feel sufficiently confident in making a
choice regarding the candidates, leave that part of your ballot blank. Being a responsible
voter can mean understanding sometimes you are not knowledgeable enough about an
issue to make a judgment on it It also means not voting for a candidate simply for their
party affiliation —voting Democrat or Republican doesn 't always mean you are voting
for what you believe in.
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IThe end of the election era
And why, more than
ever, I am in love
with the United States

is overwhelming that by the time the next
Itissue of the Echo is in your hands, we will
know who the next president of the United
States will be. It 's true that over the past couple of years, and in the past few ' months especially, we have been bombarded by coverage
of the election. 1 wake up and read political articles every morning. I check the polls, and 1
can 't help but be giddy for political satire on
shows like Saturday Night Live. The Daily
Show and The Colbert Report. I have campaigned and travelled and attended speeches.
For some people, the election has become a
huge part of life, and for all of us, these
people have become characters central
to our every day discussion.
In many ways, the election has
flown by in the same way that college
or high school slips out from under us
It makes sense that it should be over,
because it has seemed so long and has
been so intense. We all know that it
doesn 't last forever and the blood ,
sweat and tears that were put into the
work doesn 't go unnoticed or unfelt.
Yet we can 't believe that there are endings to things which have consumed us
for so long. We are usuall y ready to
graduate. We are usually ready to
move on. Heaven knows we want this
election to just be over with, but in the
last stretch I find myself savoring it.
After next week, a huge part of my life
will be gone. There will still be things
to fight for, there will still be politics to pay
attention to, and there will still be funny skits
on YouTube, of that I am sure.
Still, 1 have never seen any political event
as grand-scale as this. Nothing has ever woken
me up and made me care so much, yearn so
deeply. When I was a little girl, "Proud to be
an American" was one of my favorite songs,
and I'd sing it loudly at hockey games. After
September 11 , 1 remember thinking that I
would never be able to listen to the "StarSpangled Banner" again without tears in my

eyes. When I applied to my high school , I answered the essay question of "If you could
travel to any point and time, where and when
would you go?" with a sparkling account of
my time spent in the wake of the Revolutionary War, when America was breaking free and
learning how to create a nation they could be
proud of. 1 have loved living in this country
because I have loved my life, but it is only
throug h growing older that I can understand

why 1 was as full of joy as I sang those songs,
and why I wantedto stand next to Thomas Jefferson and cheer.
In high school, our history teachers spent a
lot of time disillusioning us about our nation's
past after years of tales of our glorious and
righteous ancestors and parties where we,
dressed as Native Americans and pilgrims, ate
and were merry together. We learned about the
imperfections and cruelties of our Founding
Fathers and the painful mistakes of our military and presidents. We saw the ugliness of our

Manifest Destiny, of slavery, of segregation, of
war. We learned that the United States has not
always been the beacon of freedom that it has
claimed to be. We learned that in many ways.
it still is not. I think that anyone, politician or
citizen , who claims to love America unconditionally has insulted the reality of our nation or
admitted their ignorance in the face of egregious evidence. There is a lot in our history—
both recent and past—that we should not be
proud of. And yet, there is so much to love.
/\s I sing the "Star Spangled Banner," now
I do still think about how much I love America. Yet it is not the Mayflower , George Washington or the Statue of Liberty whom I sing
for. Instead, I think of the America that I have
seen in the past few months. I fee! as though,
through this election , America has been
reignited. Even in darker times, even after bi g
mistakes, people are refusing to give up
the American ideals and dreams. People are pushing for change, living for it
1 haven 't lived through many presidential elections (and I wasn't paying attention to most of the ones 1 did see) but
I don 't think that anyone can say there
has been an election quite like this one
for a long, long time. People have become involved in unprecedented numbers. Taking an interest in politics has.
for many, has become a way of life
There is hope for change, there is the
belief that we can make a difference,
and there are people who are falling in
love with our nation all over again.
This has been a wild ride, and for
better or worse it will be over next
week. I don 't know what will happen
next Tuesday. I don 't know who will
be the next president of the United
States. I do know, however, that I am proud
to live in this moment and thankful I have gotten to see this election through. I may not be
standing with Thomas Jefferson , cheering, but
I will be standing with the people I love in
this imperfect nation , in an imperfect time
And I will feel proud , alive and elated. For
this, I don 't need a time machine. For this, 1
don 't need an imagination. Thank you, America, for waking me up, for bringing meaning
to your songs, and for being a big part of our
lives once more.

Undecided politics a la carte
Why it's a disgrace to
still be undecided this
f ar along in the race

tween, we as a country have been given more
than enough time to gauge our views; the
process has been, frankly, exhaustive. This
very opinion piece is exhaustive by nature, trailing the electoral-minded multitudes that have
been overwhelming the Echo already. Yet even
with this deluge of information there remains
the pesky few, those who claim that they are
simply waiting and gleaning information so as
to make an educated decision; a puffed up unicorn and rainbows way of saying that the election just isn 't really that important to them. No,
these are not people watching the news and
reading the paper poring over reports, statistics
and editorials, vainly attempting to make a decision, they are the ones that decry a halt in normal Thursday night television programming
that dares make way for the presidential debates. In this polarizing election any well-informed voter claiming indecision must be a real
poseur, or perhaps in the slimmest of cases simply lacks any semblance of gumption.
Perhaps these ambivalent patriots speak the
truth : that they are following the campaigns
avidly and arc simply avoiding decisions
made in the heat of political passion. But as
the campaigns have continued, the real messages on both sides have become so blurry that
the excavation of any type of unrnaned truth is
seemingly elusive. Both candidates now spend

more time deflecting the other than propagating their core agendas. With November looming, is it even possible to see beyond McCain 's
irrevocably misguided and mercenary choice
of Sarah Palin? To understand Governor
Palin 's agenda beyond her inane comments
about Obama 's terrorist roots or her foreign
policy experience? To understand Obama as
he must spend more and more of his time deflecting McCain 's rampant smear campaign?
To understand loyalties as more and more
politicians cross party lines in record numbers? Just like the proverbial needle in the
haystack, each campaign's unadulterated message must be searched for with the utmost
care. And can we really expect these undecideds, these likely voters who have been
blind for the past two years, to take the time
and energy to embark on such a mission?
Again, David Sedaris: "Here they could order
the airline chicken , but , then again, hmm
'Isn 't that adding an extra step?' they ask
themselves. 'If it 's all going to be chewed up
and swallowed, why not cut to the chase, and
go with the platter of shit?*"
If these citizens do insist upon voting, I
suppose it is better to take the pause and query
the stewardess on the various intricacies that
have gone into the preparation of the dinner
choices. Better to know that the chicken has
been marinated in teriyaki sauce than to arbitrarily pick a meal based on the fact that both
have come from the same dinner service. So
to those steady passengers 1 wish you all the
luck , but please beware the needle; it may be
lurking in your dinner roll.

look at these people and can 't quite believe that they exist. Are they professional
Iactors? I wonder. Or are they simply laymen who want a lot of attention? To put them
in perspective, I think of being on an airplane.
The flight attendant comes down the aisle with
her food cart and, eventuall y, parks it beside
my seat. 'Can I interest you in the chicken?'
she asks. 'Or would you prefer the platter of
shit with bits of broken glass in it?' To be undecided in this election is to pause for a moment and then ask how the chicken is cooked."
David Sedans, one of my personal idols ,
wrote this as a part of his humor essay "Undecided" for The New Yorker. Yet, upon perusal of the pop culture blog Perez Hilton , the
guiltiest of guilty pleasures, I saw this exact
quote retyped against the signature pink background sporting a photograph of Barack
Obama directly above it, the ultimate proof of
dissemination to the Internet and celebrity obsessed; the youth voter set. Yes, the astute Mr.
Hilton has got it right . Sedans'essay is a flashing neon sign in Times Square endorsement of
Senator Obama, likening the McCain-Palin
ticket to a culinary sampler far w orse than
anything a contestant on the odious reality
show Fear Factor would
ever be asked to ingest , even
with the promise of a large
payoff at the end. No, choosing the McCain-Palin ticket
would be choosing to consume such a plate with the
promise of punishment, not
reward , a veritable study in
masochism. Yet what I find
most intriguing is not the ultimate choice of the shit and
glass dinner, but the pause in
the decision At this stage in
the game, how is it possible
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the disease, the dialogue
Poor Peter Depression:
Why the rhetoric and conversation on campus
isn 't enough, isn 't f air, and isn 't productive
Rabbit and
other tales
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

there , it 's time for another acHey,
count of fun and games from 'round
the world. Your elderly columnist
works very hard to gather some really exciting material for your education and edification every week here in the Echo, some
weeks funnier than others , but always something that you can cut out and send home for
your teen-aged sister to say "Eew, that 's
gross."
Well , not all gross. Sometimes just plain
mean. Like the City Council of Hickman, Nebraska , which rejected an ordinance that
would have allowed a 32-year-old horse
named Peter Rabbit to stay in the pasture in
Hickman where he had grazed since birth. It
seems that the Hickman town fathers/mothers
wanted enforcement of a town ordinance that
banned livestock in city limits.
Kicking Peter Rabbit out of his birth paslure got the Council a lot of negative publicity, but they tossed the aged horse by a
vote of 4-2. Councilwoman Kim Hoesing
lobbied hard for Peter Rabbit and his pals ,
but she hoped the issue would die down because "I can 't get anyone to agree with me."
Normall y, Nebraska is a horse-intensive
state , and the citizens aren 't ones to treat a
32-year-old stallion shabbily. But not in
suave, up-to-date Hickman.
Here is an authentic "eww" item from a
slightly larger town, this time Philadelphia ,
where a man who had a scheme to sell body
parts from cadavers has been sentenced to
prison. But , hey, he wasn 't a Philadelphian:
Michael Mastromarino hails from New York
(we all knew that!), but he 'll be cooling his
heels in a Pennsylvania jail from 25 to 58 years.
This wasn't Michael's only sentence for the
body parts scheme; he'd been sentenced to 18
to 54 years in New York for similar offenses to
run concurrently with the Philly sentence.
He 's 45 , so the term "lifer" applies here. A
couple of his associates—Louis and Gerald
Garzone—got eight to 20 years for helping
Mr. Mastromarino with what has been called
a "gruesome scam." The Garzones ran funeral
homes and a crematorium.
Don 't all these names have a Tony Soprano
ring to them? Nobody goes by Peter Rabbit.
Finally, here 's a story datelined London.
British police found a naked man in the chimney of a supermarket in the northern English
town of Pemberton , near Manchester. The police found the 22-year-old man up there several Wednesdays ago at 5:30 a.m.; he was
extricated by the local fire service.
A police spokesmen said he had "no idea"
how the man got in the chimney, but he figured the man 's clothes came off as he struggled to escape. After a short visit to the
hospital, he was arrested. Though the police
couldn 't figure how he got up there (duh!),
they were certain enough to put the cuffs on
him. The nude burglar , you will note, is a
decade younger than Peter Rabbit , who is
smart enough to stay out of chimneys.

Depression is real , no one will deny
that. It is a crippling, life-chang ing
disease that millions of peop le are
dealing with in our nation. Yet the discussion
and rhetoric in Colby classrooms would often
lead you to believe that it isn 't a problem here
on campus— that here in Maine , it isn 't real
or shouldn 't be. We live in a beautiful world ,
have been successful in our academic endeavors, and are capable, well-rounded people who don 't even have the time or energy
to pursue all of the wonderful opportunities at
our feet. As students living at Colby, we are
tremendously lucky to live in such a healthy
and positive environment.
The reality, however, is that depression is
an epidemic , and it does not care who you
are, how successful you are, or where you are
from. It could happen to you, it could happen
to your best friend , and it will definitely happen to someone you know. Why then , is the
discourse almost non-existent? Why then , do
we choose to sweep this topic under the rug?
It is relevant and real , it is popular and devastating. Why, in a setting where we are striving to gain deeper understanding of our
classmates, do we leave depression to be associated with guilt , weakness, and shame?
It 's time to talk about it , but perhaps in a different way than we have been.
Today, there are about ten to twenty times
the amount of peop le who are depressed up
from fifty years ago, and though the average
age of the onset of depression used to be 29.5,
it has shifted to a young 14 , according to
Bruce Levine , Ph.D. Though anyone can suf-

fer from depression , statistics show it is more
prevalent in upper-middle class and middleclass youth. In classrooms, this causes people
to scoff loudly, to question the legitimacy of
"depression ," to write it off as "stupid white
rich kids just making problems for themselves." There are two attitudes, equally dismissive and antipathetic. The first: that those

who are well-off shouldn 't be allowed to
complain when others are struggling much
more, and the second: that depression is, in a
way, their punishment for being so sheltered,
their fault for being so weak.
Both of these attitudes, which have been
heard on campus, are unacceptable in a progressive and compassionate setting. Though
these conditions are not limited to the upperclass, growing up in such an environment is
often oppressive and anxiety-inducing. There

are heightened expectations, mistakes are not
allowed , and the pressure to be well-rounded
and perfect is heavy and ubiquitous. These are
not just byproducts of strict parenting but underlying morals that run through the schools,
the teachers, and even academic advisors.
There are reasons why depression , anxiety,
and eating-disorders are so common in such a
culture , and to disparage this is to dehumanize every person who is suffering.
In this world , the risk factor for depression increases, and yet we all stay silent. For
many people who are at Colby regardless of
class or economic status, those pressures
were and are real , and yet we refuse to acknowledge that this increases the risk factor
here on campus. We pretend that it isn 't here,
perhaps because we long for this perfection,
and to belittle it would be to undercut everything we have worked for and live for. When
talking about depression , people seem to
only understand it in an abstract sense, and
portray the upper-class depressed teen as
naive, weak , and unable to cope with the natural range of human emotions since they
haven 't been through enough life experience. To do this is to completely disregard a
real health risk and a painful reality, to send
the message that those who are depressed are
somehow flawed, weak and guilty.
And though the environment is often a
catalyst in the problem , there are so many

leave things lying around any old place. And
it 's not just about aesthetics: it 's annoying
when someone leaves a half-full bottle of
water in a stairwell, but it 's just plain rude to
leave trash outside and on the ground. Do
people not understand the implications of
leaving their trash wherever they want?
I should make sure that I am specific about
the word "trash." I think it is entirety reason-

gerous it is to leave broken glass lying around
the campus. More than once, I have not realized I am walking over broken glass until I
hear it crunch under my shoes. It 's easy to
miss when you are walking, and what happens when someone is wearing open-toed
shoes or trips and falls? I will also point out
that there are children who are regularly on
this campus. They are more liable to get in-

able to throw an apple core or a banana peel
outside or on the ground when you are done
with it. Those types of items will decompose
a lot faster on the ground here on campus than
they will sitting in a landfill somewhere.
Items that will not decompose, however, involve consequences effecting safety and the
environment. I already mentioned how dan-

jured by these sorts of hazards than we are.
Beyond safety, it is just irresponsible to
leave things lying around. Most paper eventually decomposes (although it may take a long
time and may cause harmful chemicals to seep
into the soil), but why would we let that happen when recycling it might save trees? Hundreds of thousands of trees get chopped down

each day, covering a wide spectrum.

and paper napkins with cloth , where appropriate. To clean and kill bacteria on sponges,
toss them in the dishwasher and then run
them through the microwave. Also , use a
mop or broom in place of a disposable Swiffer pad or equivalent.

This is not just an
upper-class problem.
Tliis is not just an
American epidemic.
This is a world-wide,
human tragedy that
is hard to understand and perhaps
harder to discuss.

other factors that are belittled b y the dismissal of depression There is a huge component of predisposition , of brain chemistry,
and of science. This is not just an upperclass problem. This is not just an American
epidemic. This is a world-wide , human
traged y that is hard to understand and perhaps even harder to discuss.
We should continue to engage in discussion about depression because it is a relevant
and crucial topic both at Colby and in our outside lives. We shouldn 't fear the questions or
curiosity that are inherent in social and psychological exp loration , but we should be
more aware of where the blame is p laced and
be sensitive to the reality that depression is
actual, it is painful , and it is here. Depression
is an isolating, scary, and miserable illness.
No one should have to sil with that pain while
we belittle it or sweep it under the rug.
Having both lost peop le who we cared
about to suicide, we understand the ultimate
cost of this silence and mentality. It is angering and hurtful to hear it so often ignored or
misunderstood. By making the topic of depression taboo and by associating it with
shame, we continue a cycle of ignorance that
shouldn 't be tolerated on a campus full of intelligent , progressive , and compassionate
people. Statistically speaking, it 's safe to say
that depression will affect you in some way.
Will you be able to, after losing a friend , be
able to call him a "stupid rich kid making
problems for himself? Will you be able to
say that she just wasn 't able to cope , that she
was weak all along, and that she had nothing
to be complaining about? And will you be
able to look at him or her and see not a person, not your friend , but a statistic? You
won 't be able to say those things then , so
please don 't say them now.

How hard is it to throw something away?

do not usuall y complain about the litter
that occurs on this campus. As a matter of
Ifact, I usually take the time to pick up
many of the bottles and cans leftover on Saturday and Sunday morning so that I can get
money for them at the grocery store. It 's nice
being able to save some money when buying
toothpaste, soap or snacks.
This situation , though , seems very ridiculous at times. Many of the bottles and cans
I find arc still full. Peop le not onl y leave
them in the grass and on the edge of the
woods, but also on stairwells, on the floor
of hallways , and in the cubbies at the dining
halls. Despite the large number of trashcans
and recycling bins on campus, people still
leave wrappers and boxes outside in the
grass or on the paths. Every weekend , I can
find broken bottles on the pathways of our
campus. Someone was obviously thinking
about the safety of others when they decided
it would be a good idea to drop a bottle on
the walkway and leave it there.
How hard is it to throw something away?
From most p laces on this campus, one can
easily reach a trashcan or a recycling bin by
walking fifty feet. Despite how easy Colby
makes it to keep our campus clean , peop le
continually show how lazy they are and

every single year, greatly intensifying the effect of global warming and destroying what
remaining natural beauty this world still has
to offer. And what about aluminum cans? Aluminum is a resource that will run out at the
rate we are using it, making it all the more important that we recycle them as often as possible. And how hard is it to throw something
into the recycling bins on this campus when,
next to pretty much every single trash can ,
there are p laces to recycle paper and cans and
bottles? It really takes minimal effort, yet people continue to litter and throw things where
they don 't belong.
In Heights, we have a place for recyclablcs.
Paper and bottles and cans have their place,
but we have a separate room for recyclables
such as jars and plastics and cardboard boxes.
Does every dorm have something like this? I
reall y do not know—my previous dorms did
not , and if most dorms do not have such a
place, we really should make sure there is one.
There are so many things that we can recycle
but continually throw in the trash , or in the
grass, or in the woods, or leave lying about in
buildings. Why can we not put in a little extra
effort towards conserving resources and making this campus a much prettier, and in some
cases, safer, place to live? It doesn 't seem like
much to ask. but peop le continuall y demonstrate that they have few concerns regarding
these important issues.
So please, the next time you find yourself
walking around campus with an empty or almost empty can , wait until you arrive at a
building to throw it away. I may be able to take
advantage of your littering, but there are far
more important issues to think about than how
much I pay for tooth paste each month.

The goal of living different shades of green
Celebrating Sustainability Month by thinking
outside the water bottle

're
Green products are cool. They
trendy, cco-friendly and all over the
market. Before we rush off to buy
the newest green gadget , however, we
should reconsider our goal. To reduce climate warming green house gas (GHG)
emissions, choosing to reuse a product or to
make more responsible purchases of common items may have a bigger impact than
new "green" purchases. These practices
minimize emissions from two potent
sources: the production of new products and
disposal of old products.
Production entails raw material extraction,
manufacturing, packaging and transportation ,
and disposal includes waste transportation ,
landfill operation and/or incineration. Each of
these steps consumes fossil fuel as an energy
source and/or production material. Prolonging the useful life of a product , however, reduces those consumption pathways and
resulting GHG emissions.
Recycling definitely has benefits, but we
should first reduce consumption and waste.
Reduce and reuse, then recycle what 's left.

CONSCIENTIOUS CONSUMPTION

FREECYCLE

To the list of ingenious internet inventions,
add freecycling. Freecycling is the direct
transfer of used goods between people at no
cost. Using an online message board , users
post "offered" and "wanted" items. "Offered"
items are awarded to the first respondent ,
who then picks it up. Users can and do post
all sorts of goods , and nothing is too insignificant. Try freecycling to reduce GHG
emissions and other pollutants, save money,
and help those less fortunate provide for
themselves and their families.
A Waterville freecycle group exists with
over 1300 members, and membership is free
(sign up at www.freecyclc.org). After filling
out a simple online application , including a
quick description of your motivation to join ,
you can view posts through email or browsing
the forum on your own. The group is currently very active, with many items posted

A smart consumer compares prices, and a
truly smart consumer includes the environmental cost in their analysis. Reduce both
price and environmental cost throug h packaging choices. Individually bottled , wrapped
or bagged items and those that are double
wrapped create excessive waste. Instead, buy
in bulk and favor products with basic packaging. Compared to their heavily plastic- or
cardboard-enshrined compatriots, they consume less energy throug h production and
waste and cost less.
Investigate product composition as another
source of environmental cost. Look for high recycled and post-consumer waste content, both
listed on the label, as well as local and/or sustainable production. The National Resource Defense Council rates sustainability of paper towel,
napkin
and
toilet
paper
brands
(htm7/www.nnk.org/land/forests/gtissue.asp#n^
nds). Brand names like Bounty, Kleenex and
Charmin rank far below Seventh Generation,
Green Forest and Marcal products. For cleaning
products, Uncle Dean's off of Kennedy Memorial Drive has one of the best selectionsin town.
You can ditch the waste— metaphorically
speaking—from many cleaning chores altogether. Replace paper towels with a sponge

RE USE

Small purchases can have big effects, and
water, grocery and coffee purchases arc especiall y well suited for efficient , cheap emissions reduction from reuse.
BOTTLED WATER

On a warming planet , bottled water isn 't
helping anyone cool down. A stark example of
needless packaging and waste, Americans
used around 50 billion plastic water bottles in
2007. Their production alone required 1.5 million barrels of oil, enough to fuel 100,000 cars
for a year. With current plastic recycling rates,
38 billion of those also landed in landfills
(Earth Policy Institute). It 's strange that a beverage containing no energy takes so much to
produce. Instead , start drinking from a safe,
reusable bottle , like an aluminum SIGG or
stainless steel Klean Kanteen , which can be
found in Colby 's bookstore. Pay for them
once, and use them for years.

BAG IT

Paper or Plastic? How about neither? For
small purchases, just carry the items in hand.
For larger ones, bring a reusable bag. Stylish
and sturd y, these bags are available at all local
supermarkets for just $1. When possible, forget the plastic bag in the produce department ,
too. Browse hundreds of additional bag options at www reusablebags.com.
COFFEE

Refill your own mug at the coffee shop to
reduce dail y paper and plastic cup waste Investing in a quality travel mug will also reduce messy spills from those cheap
containers Mug-toting Starbucks patrons
will receive a $0.10 discount , and various
Dunkin Donuts also have discounts , thoug h
they are store dependent
All of these strategies will help reduce
consumption and waste to drasticall y decrease individual GHG emissions. There 's
another benefit too: cultural reinvention. Our
culture ceaselessly promotes the virtues of
consumption , newness and disposability. By
reducing and reusing, we reject such superficial ideals and once again commit ourselves
to
quality,
durability
and
character—classic American values.

BEST DRESSED: FALL BALL 08

Jewel tones sparkle at Oz semiformal
their North Face fleeces in favor of
scandalously short dresses and sharp
schoolboy blazers.
The prime choices for the
evening? Short , slinky cocktail
dresses in solid, jewel-toned colors.
The Wadsworth Gymnasium, itself
dressed up to resemble Oz, was a
virtual treasure trove of sapphires,
garnets and . fitting ly, emeralds.
Satin, hig h hems and low necklines
were also favored
that
night;
an
ensemble best used
to complement raghormones.
ing
When it came to
waistlines, however, there were few
daring to wear a
dress with any sort
of a tapering or
form. While it 's no
secret that babydolls and empire
waists are universally flattering, the
lack of adventurousness in silhouettes and shapes
sometimes led one
dress to meld unremarkabl y into the
next.
There was no
shortage of the
ubiquitous "little black dress ,"
although fans of this classic choice
often found themselves outshone
by those wearing the same silhouette in a brighter color. It 's a

The ball [...] is
an annual
excuse for the
dashing lads
and ladies of
Colby to cast
aside their
North Face
fleeces in favor
of scandalously
short dresses
and sharp
schoolboy
blazers. W

COWtrtSV Of Am *. WILSON

With this pink vintage-inspired ensemble. Annie Wilson '11 stood out
f r o m a crowd of short cocktail dresses to top the Best Dressed list
By TAJREEN HEDAYET
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At this year's Wizard of Ozthemed Fall Ball, ruby red wasn 't the

novice mistake to believe that
black—usually associated with
"chic"—will by itself create a
standout piece. A few wise dressers
on the dance floor corrected this
easily with the follow ing rule-,
when choosing a black dress , opt
for one with unconventional
details-—a scalloped neckline , an
avant-garde silhouette , or a hint of
lace does the trick.
In fact , it was
the unconventionally disp layed by
Annie Wilson ' 11
that caught my
attention. In what
seemed to be a sea
of deep ly-colored
and
essentiall y
similar
dresses ,
Wilson 's blushpink . *50s-inspircd
a-line number was
a well-constructed
throwback to a different era. 1 was
surpersonall y
prised at how
much I liked it ,
with
my taste
being
more
inclined
toward
the modern and
minimal. With a
well-fitted bodice
aiKEpeep-toe pumps to complete the
look . Wilson 's dress was proof that
though tastes may differ, good fashioniknd sense of style is universally
recognizable.

only jewel tone glittering under the
spotlig hts The ball , one of the
College 's two semi formal events, is
an annual excuse for the dashing
lads and ladies of Colby to cast aside

KNOW YOUR TRUSTEES: EMMA JAMES '04

s

Recent alum links Board to students
The youngest
Trustee has eye
f o r campus issues
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Most of the College ' s trustees
graduated from college before
Emma James *04. the youngest
trustee to ever serve on the Board of
Trustees , was e\en bom
A natn e Sew Zcalandcr and
United World College Scholar in
India . James is the current Young

Emma James Class of 2004. Ti.istee
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Alum Trustee , a position that has
existed for at least 20 years to
ensure that younger classes are represented in the Board 's discussions
"I onl y recentl y graduated, so I' m
still in touch with the campus. "
James , who at 26 is alread y serving
her second year on the Board , said.
"When 1 was a student I was
always amazed at how open
trustees were to engaging students. " James said. "I think Colby
is unique in that sense." For this
reason . James jumped at the invitation to join the board as the
Young Alum Trustee Once elected , the position is for one threeyear term , after which there is a
chance for reelection to a second
three-year term .
James, who graduated from the
College in onl y three years , was
active in student affairs during her
time on campus, serving as a Head
Resident , member of the Judicial
Board and on the Student
Government Association as a dorm
president She was a double major
in government and international
studies and served as president of
the International Club.
Upon graduating in 2004 . James
attended law school in Cambridge .
Eng land and then in New York
City She ts now an attorney in
New York, working as a litigator in
international investigations She
flew in from Korea for the recent
trustee meetings
"I love Colby," James said "I' ve
been to three universities and Colby

is very much the university that is
closest to my heart." For the Board,
she sits on the Educational Policy
Committee and is Vice Chair of the
Student Affairs Committee. She is
also a member of the Campus

When I was a
student I was
always amazed
at how open
trustees were
to engaging students...I think
Colby is unique
in that sense.
Emma James '04

Young Alum Trustee

Culture working group, which looks
at alcohol abuse in student social life
at the College and how the issue of
excessive drinking can be addressed.
"It 's not new to see these discussions." James said. When she was a
student, the long-standing tradition
of seniors swimming across
Johnson Pond on the last day of
classes was abolished , and she sees
the termination of the Champagne
Steps as a comparable instance. As a
recent graduate, she is able to pro-

vide a fresh prospective on this
issue and share her experiences as a
senior who was present during a
similar controversy.
Learning about the recent conversations on campus about mulnculfuralism and race issues , James
wi* reminded of discussions that
arose while she was a student.
Despite strong convictions from all
students and student groups
involved , she thinks that open-dialogue remains important and hopes
students recognize and take advantage of the fact that "people are relatively free to have these
discussions" in the College 's campus environment.
As for how James and young alum
trustees before her came to be elected to the position , the Nominating
Corfunittee of the Alumni Council
invftes nominations for the Young
Alum Trustee from faculty and staff,
as well as other alumni. The nominees arc reviewed and narrowed
dowrn to a group of 6 or 8 candidates,
wh(j are then interviewed by the
Norftinating Committee.
James thinks her role as a relatively recent graduate gives her unique
insight into campus affairs, and
allows her to facilitate valuable conversations between current students,
alumni and her fellow trustees. "1 do
hope that students feel free to contact
[the trustees] and to discuss and share
ideas," James said. "A lot of trustees
make a huge effort to be available ,
and it can work both ways. That 's
rare compared to big universities."

"" House ofPlzza
207-873-4300

We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don 't for get to ask about our ^eekl y specials!
10% off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

I WHO'S WHO: LANE MAHONEY '09

COUHTESY OF LAME MAHONO

Mahoney is an accomplished rapper, seen here dubbing IPac s' "Changes. "

Senior Mainer runs,
raps and reaches out
really great resource ," she said.
"This is something fairly unique to
Colby because alumni have a very
strong connection with the school
Every Thursday morning finds and want to make contact with the
Lane Mahoney '09 in Dana Dining students. " Mahoney spends months
Hall , eating her cereal (without
helping to p lan CAN Weekend ,
milk) and talking about sex. As a overseeing the schedule of events,
peer educator for Student Health on such as speed networking and
Campus (SHOC), Mahoney meets panel discussions , and coordinating
with fellow members to plan events, with visiting alumni.
prepare for dorm talks and learn
As a two-year COOT leader and
more about health issues that affect native Mainer, Mahoney has had the
college students. "We try to make it
opportunity to share her experiences in
relevant for college life, but also the Maine wilderness with two groups
avoid getting up there and preach of lucky first-years. At the beginning
about being healthy," she said.
of this semester, she led Katahdin B, a
Mahoney first
base-camp with a
became involved
rigorous day-hike
of Maine 's tallest
with SHOC during
mountain. "It was
her
sophomore
year. She
had
definitely
chalalways been interlenging," she said
ested in health , and
of the trip, "in
more ways than
felt that it was
one. But we all
especially important to promote a
pushed through it
healthy
lifestyle
and had a great
while in college , a
time."
time when students
Raised in an
are especially at
active family in
risk for developing
Gorham , Maine.
unhealthy habits.
Mahoney
grew
Lane Mahoney accustomed
to
Mahoney and
Class
of
2009
her fellow SHOC
spending time outmembers
hold
side. She is an avid
events in dormitorunner, an interest
ries in which they inform students she picked up from her dad, and cites
on everything from practicing safe going for runs with him as one of her
sex to nutrition and mental health.
favorite things to do. The two compete
"We know that in general Colby together in the Beach 2 Beacon road
students are aware of their health
race in Cape Elizabeth, Maine each
so we try to bring new information summer, and with Mahoney's mom
to them so that they can make bet- and older sister there to cheer them on
ter or at least more informed the race has become a family tradition.
choices ," she said. Another salient
Mahoney is a biology major and
topic she discusses—which is chemistry minor who enjoys makespecially
relevant
during
ing panini sandwiches for lunch in
midterm and final exams—is Dana—banana peppers included—
stress, and how students can better and p laying Apples to Apples with
manage their schedules to combat her friends. She has a keen eye for
its adverse health effects.
bird-watching, and knows over 200
Schedule management is a skill
birds by sight and sound. She also
to which Mahoney is no stranger. knows—and regularly raps—all of
Besides her leadership in SHOC, the words to 2Pac 's "Changes."
she is the president of the Student Her favorite movie is When HarryAlumni Association (SAA). Along Met Sally, and her go-to outfit conwith
fostering
relationships sists of a comfy cardigan and jeans.
between current students and alum- After graduation , Mahoney plans
ni, Mahoney and the SAA arc to spend time volunteering before
responsible for promoting events going to dental school with the
on campus , including the annual hope of becoming an orthodontist.
Colby Alumni Network (CAN)
But for now, she is just focused on
Weekend. "The Alumni Network is getting everything she can out of
something that isn 't taken advan- her senior year, in and out of the
tage of by most students, and it 's a classroom.
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

The Alumni
Network is
something that
isn't taken
advantage of by
most students,
and it 's a really
great resource.
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BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE OF THE MONTH

CAMPUS MYTH BUSTERS

Where does the beer go?

Mr. and Ms. October
charismatic, with an inappropriate
sense of humor. Kate prefers
small-spoon. Careful , though ,
"I'm a heart-breaker," Kate said
of herself recently. Age is just a
number for this 5'3" blonde hair
blue eyed senior, as long as it 's
between thirteen and thirty.

COURTESY Of RATE HUMPH HE*

Humphrey: "I' m a heart-breaker. "
Mark your calendars, single boys,
because Kate Humphrey, class of
2009, turns 22 on December 11. A
double-major in French and international studies, Kate has no problem
with being your "sugar-mama"; she
p lans to make the big bucks. Her
ideal man is ruggedly handsome and

Favorite food & drink:
Cnspitos & Frcsca
Mode of transportation:
Segway, no helmet.
Sign: Sagittarius (daring yet
versatile)
Fun fact: Kate has probabl y
Facebook-stalked you.
She also sings in the shower
better than you do.
Scented candle of choice:
Ocean Breeze
Ideal date: A long, scenic drive,
followed by costume-shopping for a
theme party, topped off with some
star-gazing in an empty field.

Watch out, ladies: Clay
McMickens, class of 2012 , is
.in eligible bachelor. Bom on
f ebruary 28, 1990, Clay is
Pisces to the bone—imaginative, sensitive, compassionate and kind, according to
fnends. Don't toy with him ,
though; Clay has had his
heart broken before. Clay
hails from the city streets of
Brooklyn , and is not shy
.tbout saying it. Boasting his
talents as a varsity tennis
FACEBOOt.COM
player with a stunning bod, a
talented dancer and a refined McMickens is a Pisces who loves NYC.
taste in music, Clay is a
lucky catch on every level. Here are
and Lipton sweet tea.
Scented Candle of choice: Cocoa
•.ome fun facts about our bachelor:
butter.
Mode of transportation: Light
Perfect girl: She should be shortspeed bike , i.e. "The Love
er and smarter than he is, with an
Machine."
appreciation for the Jackson S and
Described by a lady-friend as:
Kanye West. Loving NYC is a must ,
"A real Dreamboat."
Fun Fact #1: Clay only wears a
as is being athletic. Also preferably a
girl who can drive, as Clay cannot.
pair of socks once.
Favorite food & drink: chicken
—Doug Proctor. News Staff

By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

Myth: The Department of
Security stockpiles confiscated
alcohol in a room under Robert's
Union.
FALSE: Contrary to popular belief,
confiscated beverages are not taken
and consumed by members of
Security. In the event that an underage
student is found in possession of alcohol. Assistant Director of Security
Jeffrey A. Coombs explains, procedure calls for one of two options. If
the majority of the alcohol is in open
containers, then security officers will
have the students go to the bathroom
and pour it down the drain. If officers
come across a large quantity of alcohol, such as a case of beer or a keg,
then they take it back to the main
Security office for later disposal.
Students , including Samuel J.
Rouleau '10 and Nicholas Bromley
*10, have expressed their suspicions as to whether or not Security
really gets rid of their alcohol. In
one instance, after an officer had
confiscated "a 30 rack of Natty,"
Rouleau describes , "walking I
would guess 30 yards behind the
guard , who marched back towards
Robert 's Union. Then , as he
entered , I saw him tear the box
open and grab out a single can as
the door closed." He admits , however, that he doesn 't "actually
know what came of the beer."
Bromley asserts that the beer "is
being stockpiled in a secret chamber
under Robert 's Union " and is being

used for official Beer Die tournaThe
Physical
Plant
ments.
Department (PPD) has no record of
any chamber or tunnel beneath
Roberts. None of PPD's blueprints
contains a room that could be used
for alcohol storage.
Though Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students James
S. Terhune is not directl y involved
with Security's policies , he affirms
that the only time an officer would
hold onto alcohol would be with the
most serious offenses. In these cases,
they would keep the confiscated
items as evidence.
Director of Security Peter S.
Chenevert confirms both Coombs
and Terhune's explanation of the
alcohol policy He comments that
"most of the guys" on the job "don 't
even drink anymore."
Confiscated beverages that are
brought to the security office are
given to Roberts Custodian Raoul
E. Veilleux, who is responsible for
dump ing out the alcohol one can at
a time. Veilleux takes the empty
cans and has them recycled at the
supermarket. The money from the
cans is donated to a local Boy Scout
troop. Kegs are returned to a local
liquor store. Any money that is
made from the return is set aside for
an end of the year barbecue with
Security and the Waterville Police
Department.
Althoug h the alcohol may not be
going towards the students ' intended use, as Rouleau puts it: at least
"it doesn 't completely go to waste ."
Myth: Even with the abolishment of Greek life at the College in
1984, secret organizations continue to ovist on campus.
TRUE: But, given that they are
secret, it is impossible to know
which organizations are still active
at the College.
However, it is evident that fraternities, such as Lambda Chi
Al pha (LCA), continued to function at the College after the ban. In
1990, a group of students were
busted by the state police at an

LCA initiation ceremony. Althoug h
the police only issued a warning,
the College gave punishments to
over fifty students , which included
ten to twelve suspensions.
The decision to eliminate Greek
life was made by the Board of
Trustees because they found that fraternities and sororities "no longer
scrve[d] an overall constructive role
at Colby, and that , on balance, their
continued presence [was] both detrimental and divisive. " While the pronouncement was met with resistance
from both students and alumni , the
College enforced the new policy.
Their commitment to the new poli-

tion. Judge Donald Alexander dismissed the case, stating that "all suggests that this case is more about
traditional college discipline than it is
a civil rights manner."
Senior Associate Dean Paul E.
Johnston was not surprised about
Lambda Chi Alpha when it was
uncovered. He noted: "None of us
were reall y convinced that all activity ceased." He is certain that at least
some secret organizations are still
alive at the College today, but warns
that even though over three decades
have passed, the policy regarding
Greek life still stands.
Though they may not reveal

ROB MSH/TM COLBY ECHO

Confiscated beer is recycled, not used for official Beer Die tournaments.
cy was apparent in the 1990 LCA
incident, in which at least a dozen suspensions prevented a number of
seniors
from
attending
Commencement.
The
students
protested their punishment by filing a
civil suit against the College in
Maine 's
Cumberland
County
Superior Court. They believed that
they were being denied basic civil
nghts to participate freely in the organization of their choice. In addition , as
the initiation ceremony in question
had taken place at the Grange Hall in
Cambridge, Maine, they claimed it
was not under the College's jurisdic-

themselves, it is clear that secret
organizations continue to exist on
campus. As College Historian and
former Dean of the College Earl H.
Smith concludes: "whatever secret
groups there are (and there are
secret groups, I' m sure)...these men
who think they need bonding
beyond their sports teams don 't
reall y know what the real fraternities were all about and dishonor the
legitimate fraternities by trying to
imitate them."
Have a good myth? Want to
have it investigated? Then e-mail
me at bkcook@colby.edu.
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Welcome Back Students!
Check out our great college special:
From io:ooPM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-7*72

ThC Small print; i 200? ITu Maine Thing, Inc. \<.i valid with mv other offer. Pncei may % an uid cso not include S« (tic deposit i uvtomcr pav* ill applicable taxes,
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WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

Career Services Event
Lovejoy 208
7 p.m.

Music at Colby Series
Lorimer Chapel
4 p.m.

Documentary: The Sons of Lwala

Exploration Summer
Information Session

Colby Symphony Rehearsal for
Saturday's performance

Panel Event
Olin 1
7 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Williams

This film is an inspiring story about two brothers
from Kenya who came to the U.S. and went to
become doctors. Their parents both died of AIDS
when they were younger and they have
started a health clinic in their hometown of Lwala,
Kenya. Filmmake r Barry Simons will be attending
the screening

Wadsworth Gymnasium
6 p.m.

Discussion about the
Iraq War
Boylan Bassett Halloween Reading
Racism, Sexism, and Other Isms in:
The 2008 Presidential Election
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Dr. David Pilgrim , a public speake r and applied
sociologist, is the founder and curator of the Jim
Crow Museum. Pilgrim challenges audiences to
think about diversity and race relations

Miller- Robinson
7 p.m.
The 20th Annual Boylan-Basset Halloween
Reading. Come down in costume to hear horror
tales read by Colby's two most terrifying professors

Diamond 142
4 p.m.

Colby Outing Club Weekly Meeting
Mary Low Ground Floor Lounge
7 p.m.

MONDAY
Math Colloquium
Mudd 405
4 p.m.

SPB Presents...
Luzicare Meeting
Miller 014
8 p.m.

Page Commons
10 p.m.
HaLIOwEeN DaNcE
Ghosts , Marilyns and superheros expected

If you're interested in getting involved with
Luzicare . this is the place to be

SATURDAY
THURSDAY

Volleyball vs. Hamilton
Wadsworth Gymnasium
11 a.m.

Realms of Farlth: Medieval Art
Art Museum
12:30 p.m.
Debra Campell will be presenting "Interior
Remodeling: The Catholic Imagination in Historical
Perspective"

Volleyball vs. Middlebury
Wadsworth Gymnasium
4 p.m.

Pete Franko on International Economics
Diamond 122
6:30 p.m.
Know Before You Vote! Learn how international
economics will impact the U.S.
during the next presidency

Music at Colby Concert Series
Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.
"Bring 'em Back for More "
with Conductor Johnathan Hallstrom

Green Cluster Film Screening
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
"Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Mathai"
Followed by Q & A with the filmmakers

Comedy Show
Page Commons
10 p.m.
Presented by SPB for your casual Saturday night
entertainment

Lecture with Scott Taylor:
"Poincare's Conjectre and Whitehead's
Infinite Swindle"

Relay for Life
Pulver Pavilion
7 p.m.
Relay for Life Rally

Environmental Coalition Meeting
Goddard-Hodgkins Main Lounge
9 p.m.

Get involved with EnviroCo and learn more about
their plans for a Greener Colby

TUESDAY
"My Life as a Poet" by Wes McNalr
Miller- Robinson
4 p.m.
An encore audiovisual presentation of the talk
used at the
dedication of his archive in Special Collections

PARIS PIGEONS

Tom Bollier '11. International Man of Mvsten. took this photo while in Pans in April . 200 7 You can have your cool abroad picture in here too: just send it to svbruce(a}colbv.edu
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Highlights
L How will you celebrate
This week at Colby
Halloween?
STUDENTS IN THE STREET

__

Colby Women's Soccer Game
vs. Bates College

lm
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Loeb's Field
Friday, October 31, 2008
3:00 p.m.
Come out and support the girls as they play of
our CBB rivalsl
Costumes are encouraged of course
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SPB Presents...
Horse Feathers
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, 2008
Saturday, November 1
9:00 p.m.

—Tom Winter '09 I
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Cotter Union- Page Commons
Monday, November 3, 2008
5:00
Juniors , come take a night off with some great
food and nice table cloths. Bring all your friends
and come for some class bonding
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• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

I

Visit us online or at an information session near you.
Learn more about the program and upcoming events
at www.msamba.neu.edu.

Northeastern
H
S|5
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Yes (50%)
No (50%)

Attention Colby
Students!
This is the place for your voice to be heard;
what do you want to see here?
Please email Sarah Bruce at svbruce@colby.edu
with any political satire, scandalous photos or
'Overhead on the Hills' you may have.

Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Oct. 31 through I Inns.. Nov. 6
Appaloosa
R Nightly at 4:55. 7:!5 and 9:30;
Matinees Sat . and Sun. at 12:15
and 2:35

The Secret Life of Bees
PG-13 Nightly at 4:35 , 6:50 and
9:00; Matinees Sat . and Sun. at
12:05 and 2:15

Take the first step.

www.msamba.neu.edu

"Covering myself in
chocolate and peanut
c butter and being the
r, world's largest
Reese 's '"

«B

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:

£££2.
gspatgJncu.cau
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Do you think town-gown relations
have improved?

Want to submit a photo, artwork or
cartoon f orForum?
svbruce@colby.edu

Start Your Career
in Accounting.
ji
j f cEiJ

m

Sam Helm 'I?

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
echoads@colby.edu

IP*

Should the SATs be
required f or admission?

_fBHk."

Junior Class Dinner
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THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION
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This three-piece band comes all the way from
Portland , Oregon. Start your Saturday night with
great live music in the coffeehouse!

C

—Soren
Craig-Muller '09

An exclusive update on the
Student Government Association

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Mary Low Coffeehouse

tfi^^

"By dressing up as
I Kevin Smith'10 and
I having voice modula' tion disorder."
A

This week online
www.colbyecho.com

Mottle Shock
PG-13 Nightly at 4:45; Matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 12:15

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
Leinenkugels Honey Weiss
Was $30.70 now $12.99 a case + tax & deposit

Parrot Bay Sunset Surf
Was $32.99 now $12.99 a case + tax & deposit

Have a great Halloween and
remember to stop by for all your
Halloween party needs!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight

The Duchess

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine

PG-13 Nig htly at 4:45; Matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 12:15

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

873-6228

52 Front St.. Waterville. ME

COLBY VOLUNTEER CENTER

Students work hard on annual Halloween Extravaganza]
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
NEWS STAFF

As the month of October
comes to a close, the Colby
Volunteer Center held its annual
Halloween Extravaganza this past
Sunday for children and families
of the greater Watervdle area.
Children , and parents as well.
were scattered throughout the
campus in full Halloween costume attire participating in a variety of events throughout the day.
The College 's Halloween
Extravaganza provides a safe
place for children to engage in
traditional festivities with their
families. Many of the dorms on
campus were transformed into
festive venues for the children.
Roberts Row was home to a
large variety of activities,
including Halloween masks .

BOB K1EV1T IHt COIBV tCHO

Children from the greater Water\llle area dress up and head to campus f o r the annual events the campus
puts on f o r Halloween One of these popular activities is the haunted house, which is usually set up in AMS.

graveyard pudding, donuts-on-astnng, musical chairs . Halloween
cookie decorating, bracelet making, and Halloween poster art.
West Quad was home to face
painting. East Quad to cand y
apples and Averill to ihe pump kin
toss. A Haunted House was created
in the AMS basement , and the
Chemistry Club even held two
magic shows in Keyes.
Every year Head Residents in
participating dorms work to make
the Halloween Extravaganza a dorm
activity, bringing out many volunteers to help out with the events.
Seniors Jessica Palff y and
Byron Meinerth , the co-directors
of the Colby Volunteer Center ,
both agreed that the day was a
success. "We had a lot of kids and
families show up, and judging by
all the supplies that we went
through we had over 500 participants. We distributed 3300 flyers
that were sent home with kids
from school , and we went through
$1500 of cand y and over 450
apples ," Palffy said.
"It 's hard to tell how well this
year 's Extravaganza was compared to other years because we
don 't have many statistics and
family sizes always vary, "
Meinerth said.
"Despite the rainy weather , we
had as many if not more kids this
year than we did last year. The
comparisons from year to year are
limited by the weather and the
timing, but every year we get
more people and the event
becomes better organized ," Palffy
added. One example was this
year 's Magic Show put on by Zac
Helm
'09 and the Colby
Chemistry Club. Meinerth said,
"The mag ic show went much better this year than in previous years
because we put on two shows
instead of just one. It hel ped a lot
because the room was less crowded and the Chemistry Club was

Trio performs unique program
By SAMMY GRADWOHL
STAFF WRITER

Another Saturday nig ht means
another Music at Colby concert—
this weekend , it was the Bayside Tno
who took the stage with their program entitled. "Voice of the Whale. "
Tno members include cellist Am
Kalayjian .
pianist
Anastasia
Antonacos . and Colby 's own flute
instructor. Nicole Rabata
Mezzo-soprano
Solange
Merdinian joined the tno for their
first two pieces. Maurice Ravel ' s
'"Chansons Madecasses" and Tigran
Mansunan s "Three Madngrals ."
both
three-movement
works
Antonacos gave a back ground on
Ravel' s work , noting its once-controversial status because of the
lyrics, especially those of the first
movement , which describe two
lovers ' encounters The first movement opened with mid-range vocals
accompanied by a hig h , smooth
cello line
After these two had performed for
a while, the piano took the cello 's
p lace , and after a bnef spell of just
voice and piano, the cello returned
and the flute joined in. creating a new
fullness in the sound The piece continued with various instrumentations .
ending with a flowing flute line The
second movement began almost
angnlv . with commanding piano
chords and a high, sharp vocal part
over the cello and flute The movement almost immediately backed off
in volume but kept that edginess
throug hout , occasionally returning to
louder sections and ending with a sad
instrumental line The third movement opened with a low. soft flute
intro accompanied b> a cello part so
high that it seemed almost violinhkc The vocal part was relaxed and
flowing There was a bnef but lovel y
cello solo in the middle , and Rahata
switched to piccolo near the end for
another added layer The piece ended
with a short playful voice solo
Man sun an s piece was both beautiful and very sad The first movement. "Gift of the Rose." told the

story of a narrator who is now nothing because he no longer has the rose
he once did. The second, "Moon
Serenade." desenbed being touched
by the rays of the moon to the point
of feeling burned , but in such a way
that the person never wants it to stop.
The
third
movement. "Two
Children," is the story of a brother
and sister who explore a rose garden.
The garden is weeping, and the sister
wants to know- why. but the brother
can onl y say that he has no explanation for her—no one knows the
answer. The movements featured
everything from tremolos and tense
dissonances to grand pauses and
smooth, beautiful lines passed
through the different instruments .
The
vocals
soared
throug h
Merdinian 's entire range, personifying the characters of whom they
sang, and the flute and cello played
the roles of the two children in the
final movement as they questioned
the garden s sad state.
The last work of the first half was
Astor Piazzolla 's "The Four
Seasons." Piazzolla 's best voice was
in his tango compositions, of which

this piece is an example. The instruments danced their way through the
four sensuous movements, varying
tempi, dynamics, rhythms, articulations, and employed ranges to create
interesting turns every time. The
pieces seemed to convey various
emotions and conjure specific
images associated with their respective seasons through their lush harmonies and bnlliant composition.
Variations on the themes resounded
through all four movements, connecting them together into one cohesive unit while still retaining their
individual identities.
After a brief intermission , the trio
performed George Crumb's "Vox
Balaenae" ("Voice of the Whale").
Crumb wrote the piece after he heard
a recording of the singing of the
humpback whale, and hints of the
animal' s song were noticeable
throughout the work. Things that I
didn 't know were possible, such as
simultaneousl y singing and playing
flute or vibrating on harmonics,
abounded in this twenty-minute
piece. The piano was prepared ,
meaning that various objects were

used to alter the instrument 's sound,
often resulting in percussion-like
sound. . Sometimes , Antonacos
p layed the strings themselves
instead of the keys for yet another
different sound. The cello part was
full of harmonics and harmonic
slides , which were at once both
hypnotic and haunting. The ending
section added antique cymbals to
the mix , creating shimmering, belllike tones over a softly flowing
piano part. Blue lighting and black
masks (intended by the composer to
"dehumanize" the performers and
instead evoke the forces of nature)
added to the eeriness of the piece.
The concert may have been a little
long, but it was definitely worth staying the entire time. Merdinian's voice
soared through the chapel as she
showed offher exceptional range and
techni que , and the Bayside Trio
members showcased their talents
through communication, expression,
and outstanding musicianship. The
program was both different and
enjoyable, bringing together several
notable works for a fine evening of
musical entertainment.
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The Baystde Trio impressed audience members in Lorimer with their range of ability and diverse program.

able to do more for the crowd."
When all was said and done,
Meinerth and Palft y agreed that the
most rewarding part of the event was
receiving such positive feedback
from the community. Palffy said
"The parents all thought that the
Extravaganza was a lot of fun and
was well organized. The Head
Residents from the participating
dorms also provided great feedback.
Members of the community commented on how great it was to see
students and faculty from the
College involved with the children
and the community. I was surprised
by how far some of the families traveled to attend; some people came
from an hour away."
"Even better than the interaction
between the College and the community
was the interaction
between the different groups on

campus ," Meinerth said. "Th
Volunteer Center , the
Hal
Residents , Dining Services , trj
Chemistry Club and other student
all worked together to be involve
with the activities. The Halloweej
Extravaganza is the Voluntct
Center 's big fall event, and it ua
great to see around seventy stu
dents involved."
On top of the Halloween fes
tivtties , the Volunteer Center ah(
asked participating families t<
donate canned food for Sodexo '1
"Cans Across America " progratri
Around 280 cans were collects
on Sunday, which will all go tt
families in the Waterville area
If any students on campus ha\t
any interest in joining the Colbv
Volunteer Center or just helping
out at their next event , send then
an email at cvc@colby.edu.

Strong comedic cast
adds life to great play
By ALEX BASSETT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This is a revie^v of the first of three
performances. 7:30 p.m. on Friday.
Oct. 24.
With any play written by Neil
Simon, you 're guaranteed two things :
1.) you will be confronted by a soulsearching meditation on the complexities of human nature, and 2.) you
will laugh.
Well, you're guaranteed the second
one, at least, and Powder and Wig's
production of Rumors, which went up
in the Cellar Theater last weekend, certainly delivered the goods. Consistently
amusing and at times uproariously
funny, much credit is due to director
Esther Boyd '09, who seems to have a
special talent for directing comedic theatrical productions.
Written by Simon in 1988,
Rumors is a farce focusing on four
upper-crust couples arriving for a
party at a house in New York, When
they get there , they find that the servants are missing, the hostess is
gone, and the host—who also happens to be deputy mayor of New
York City—has overdosed on
Valium and shot himself in the earlobe (yes, the earlohe) in an apparent
suicide
attempt.
Many
humorous complications ensue as
the guests try to
cover the whole
thing up, both
from each other
and , by act two,
from the police.
Rumors
featured the strongest
comedic cast a
Powder and Wig
production
has
seen in years. Just
as important as the
actors
themselves—who were
uniformly excellent—was
the
manner in which
they were cast as
the couples. Each
actor complemented his or her onstage spouse expertl y: Laura Miller
' 11 and Preston Kavanagh '11 as
Chris and Ken , Elana Cogliano '09
and Sean Senior '10 as Claire and
Lenny, Elizabeth Zagroba '09 and
Francis Gassert ' 11 as Cookie and
Ernie , and Lindsey Anderson '10
and Andrew Bolduc '10 as Cassie
and Glenn.
Miller was hilanous as the nervous
and, as the night progressed, increasingly drunk Chris. The opening
scenes between her and Kavanagh
positively sparkled. The entrance of
Cogliano and Senior injected a
healthy dose of sarcasm into the proceedings. (No one can do biting
humor or a withering stare quite as
well as Cogliano.) Zagroba and
Gassert were painfully but deli ghtfully awkward in what seemed to be the
healthiest marriage of the bunch.
Anderson and Bolduc , who played
his role uncharacteristically straight,
did a fantastic job shoring up the
funny side of the immense tension
and awkwardness between their
unhappily married characters.

Like any farce, the play wasn 't
particularly focused on plot or logic
Similar to many of Shakespeare's
comedies, the whole situation probably could have been resolved quickl y
had all of the charactersjust sat down
and talked to each other. That U
course, wouldn't be funny. The show
allowed each actor a moment (or
three) to shine , whether it was
Zagroba crab-walking out of the room
because her back hurt too badly to
stand, Anderson's attempted seduction of several other cast members, or
Gassert's character unexpectedly(and
hilariously) dropping the f-bomb.
Standing out in particular was
Kavanagh. Sporting an absurd but
all-natural used car salesman mustache that was a laugh-out-loud joke
in and of itself, he handled his role
especially well. Forced for much of
the first part of the show to be tem
porarily deaf—don 't ask—Kavanagh
played it to the hilt (as did most of the
cast, in fact). The uncomfortable grr
he donned at several points throughout the show was one for the ages
The play wasn't quite perfect
There were a few dropped lines that
led to some awkward pauses and a
few short stretches where the pace
seemed to lag. Trie opening minutes
of the second act, especially, seemed.
rather slow. Things picked up again,
however, once a police officer named
Welch (played b>
Jack Harris '12
acquitting himself
nicely in his Colby
debut) arrived anJ
sent the show
hurtling into its
high-energy con
elusion.
That conclusion
was anchored by
Senior, who, white
pretending to be
the deputy mayor
had to deliver a climactic five-minute
monologue and
rose to the occasion magnificentl )
Enthusiastically
bounding about the stage in a
bathrobe and a large bandage that
covered half his head, Senior exhibited a knack for being able to hold an
audience 's attention during such
stretches. As his story became mom
and more ridiculous the monologue
only became faster and more animal'
ed, so that by the time the speech had
ended, the whole affair had turned
into one of sublime silliness.
The technical aspects of th<
show—lights, sound, and costumes-:
were all impeccable. The set, designed
by Cecelia Cancellieri '11, was easily
the most elaborate transformation of
the Cellar Theater I' ve ever seen, and
she deserves a special note of recognition for her impressive effort.
This was Boyd's fourth directorial
effort with Powder and Wig in &
many years, and, as a senior, likely
her last. It is one she can take pride in!
George M. Cohan once said
"Always leave 'em laughing when
you say goodbye." If this was Boyd'J
theatrical goodbye, then she followed
Cohan 's advice flawlessly.

George M. Cohan
once said,
"Always leave 'em
laughing when
you say goodbye." If this was
Boyd's theatrical
goodbye, then
she followed
Cohan's advice
flawlessly.

POTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: COLBY DANCERS
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Vo Movie offers detailed plotline and multi faceted characters
By Kenneth LaMantia , staff writer

a

y .ilhy Dancers performs two full shows a year, one during each semester.

All dance levels work
together in campus club
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

There aren 't many places where
lancerswith years of experience and
ew dancers perform together.
[luever , Colby Dancers is just that.
'pen to any experience leve) . the
roup works to provide a variety of
:.inces and lessons for students to
.i involved with. For some of the
.rubers of the group, it 's their life.
icy sign up for every dance they
in and practice whenever they want
break from their work. They dance
¦d choreograph all while taking
positions as officers. However, for
bose just beginning to get into
lance, members can commit to
ewer dances.
The club was started in the early
BOs by its current faculty advisor,
adjunct Professor of Theatre and
).incc Christine Wentzel. This
cmester it has about seventy
iinccrs , which is consistent with the
D lo 100 dancers they typically get
semester, Since the club is so large,
. group often is able to get plenty
I choreographers, and among them,
variety of dance forms. A variety
4 dance forms helps keep the show
nieresting as well as providing
irnbers of the group rite opportunij to add a variety of moves, steps
¦
d dances to their dance repertoire.
'he overarching goal of the cluh is
to allow anyone who 's really interred in dance to perform , participate and choreograph ," according to
(ichel Boncnfant '09, president of
ilby Dancers. Vice President
mma Gildesgame '10 agreed ,
deling, "We want to hel p those who
BVC been dancing or want to dance
ut don 't have the time to take classs or join something like Hipnotik to
teep dancing."
lioth Bonenfant and Gildesgame
:JIKC and choreograph on top of
heir responsibilities as officers.
horeographing is a hard but fun
¦rocess for both
of them.
ildesgame explains . "I mm on the
nusic and see what comes naturall y,
UTC is a process of brain dumping
Bid then looking throug h to see
hit 's fun and what works. "
Bonenfant choreographs in a similar
¦av but expressed, "Teaching is an
¦nportant part because then you see
lut happens with the choreograph y
irtd what needs to be changed."
fhe girls believe dancing is an
loyablc form of exercise for the
¦' .umbers of the group each week.
¦¦ menfant said. "Dancing offers a lot
I freedom of expression for
Imcers." She also explained that
"ining together with people to
Jance each week really opens oppor¦mties to meet a lot of new people.
(rilcte sgamc agreed and added that
B rtorming is also an amazing part of

dancing because you put on your
stage persona which can be someone
completely different than who you
are day to day.
One of the hardest parts of running such a large club is keeping
everyone
committed.
Since
Bonenfant and Gildesgame have
taken over the club this is one aspect
they have really tried to focus on ,
with hel p from the other officers Ali
Lavine '11 (treasurer) and Abb y
West Ml (secretary). West sends
many e-mails to the members to keep
them updated on everything, especiall y on the dates and times of the
master class. The master class, which
is held every Tuesday from 8 to 9
p.m. is one way the girls have really
tried to bring the group together.
While the class is open to anyone on
campus, it is also an opportunity for
a lot of the members to dance together instead of always being in their
separate dances.
The girls have also created a
fundraising committee since taking
over the club. This fundraising committee will hopefully raise money for
costumes to supplement the money
from SGA. SGA is usually only able
to give about $5 per dancer, making
costumes very simple and often
homemade. However, by bringing
more money in. costumes can be
more elaborate and then will be
given to the officers to start a supply
closet of costumes for later years.
When it comes to show time , a
lot more comp lications arise than
just costumes. Setting up the show
schedule can be quite a project. The
officers try to create a program that
puts similar dances separate from
one another to prevent , for example , two to three ballet pieces in a
row. However, since many dancers
are in multiple dances, the program
tries to accommodate costume
changes, placing a piece a dancer is
not in between two pieces that they
are in. Also, for show time li ghts
and music have to be considered ,
all taking place during a very busy
tech week. Choreograp hers must
consider how they want their dance
to look with li ghting and how loud
they want their music. "We are pretty open as far as individual dancers
and we have been able to accommodate mostl y everything a choreographer has wanted in the past ,"
Bonenfant explained.
The group works hard to put
together a great show each semester. Backstage they have a chance
to bond while getting ready for
their own performances. This fall
their show will be on November 21
and 22 , beg inning at 7:30 p.m. in
Strider Theatre. Until then you can
catch up with them in the master
classes or e-mail around to start
dancing.

Do you write poetry? Submit your
work to the Echo to be published.
The Echo is holding a Poetry Contest.
The winner will have his or her poem
published in the Echo and receive a tendollar gift certificate to Starbucks.
All entries are due before
Thanksgiving Break, on Tuesday,
November 25, 2008.
Email all entries to ajmello@colby.edu with the subject
line as "Echo Poetry Contest."

CIA operative Roger Ferris (Leonardo DiCaprio) sits down at a table
in the middle of a hot , noisy and crowded bazaar in Amaan , Jordan. The
camera pans out , revealing him to be the onl y white man in the area; he
sticks out like a sore thumb despite a face hidden by beard , sunglasses
and hat Forced to rely on assets of the Jordanian Intelligence Service ,
he appears anxious and jumpy as he struggles to keep track of friend and
foe amid the clamor of the marketplace. Suddenly he spots someone who
should not be there , a teenage boy approaches a known terrorist and converses with him. The terrorist , sensing that something is wrong, flees ,
ending the operation. Ed Hoffman (Russell Crowe), a CIA operations
director, comfortabl y sitting in front of a huge computer monitor in
Langley Virginia, comments on the failure with an innocent "Oops."
This scene quickly becomes a typical one in Ridley Scott 's spy thriller
Body of Lies , highlighting the difficulties of United States countertcrrorism efforts in the Middle East. Body of Lies , based on the novel by David
Ignatius, takes what I would call a politically neutral approach , at least
m terms of Holl ywood , to the moral quagmire that is gathering intelligence in a foreign country during a time of war. The question of the ends
justifying the means comes to the forefront again and again. By the
movie 's end we still do not have a clear answer.
DiCaprio , playing the lead role of agent Roger Ferris , is confident and
convincing as he tries to do his job despite difficulties posed by the
nature of his job in the Middle East. Ferris is depicted as an agent of both
considerable skill and moral fiber, who strugg les to balance the completion of the mission with virtuous action. Most notable was DiCaprio 's
range of character; he appeared at home both running and gunning
throug h the streets of Amaan and in the more domestic setting of a family dinner.
Supporting DiCaprio is the always excellent Russell Crowe, playing
the jingoistic and politicall y charged character of Ed Hoffman. In this
role , Crowe adopts a Southern drawl , immediately calling to mind a certain president and making Hoffman a presidential proxy. The CIA operations director is shown in the tough position of explaining to politicians
the situation in the Middle East as well as directing operations on the
ground. Hoffman is an interesting character; his actions sometimes make
sense and other times he rushes into a situation like a bull into a china
shop, making life difficult for Ferris. On the whole Crowe plays the role
well but sometimes the political irony of his character is too transparent
and heavy-handed.
The overall plot of Body of Lies is centered on the mass random sui-
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DiCaprio excelled in his role av CIA agent Roger Ferris in Body of Lies. I
cide bombings of various cities across Europe by a new Islamic extremist group, in answer to the Western technological advantage they have
abandoned the use of computers and cell phones attempting to evade
detection. This is where the Ferris and Hoffman come in . this is not so
much a shooting war as a war of information The film hi ghlights the
uselcssness of technology by often having a spy drone watching overhead as events on the ground spiral out of control.
The only other problem I have with Body of Lies , in addition to the
not so subtle political commentary, is with the romantic p lotline.
Throughout the film . Ferns has various interactions with Aisha . a
refugee turned nurse from Iran. These interactions are supposed to disp lay the differences between the Middle Hast and the West with regard
to courtship. They are also supposed to reveal the difficulties of people
living amid a war-torn country. Body of Lies docs not necessarily fail in
these respects but the romantic plotline is fairl y detached and distracts
from the main story. It also proceeds in predictable fashion.
In summary. Body of Lies is a spy movie that stands out from the rest
with its contemporary relevance as well as its strong acting cast The
move 's end is refreshingly unpredictable and the action scenes arc riveting. If you are in the mood for a spy drama 1 would definitel y recommend Body of Lies. (****, 128 min).

A compelling story of seduction, love and political power
By .Amanda Mello, a&e editor

It is always hard to read a book on ancient history with a modem per- love is. Interestingly, Pilate 's love for Claudia rings out the strongest for
spective. Pilate s' Wife , by Antoinette May. tells the tale of Pontius Pilate me by the end of the novel. Once he moves past his own affairs and
and his wife Claudia. The novel begins in Claudia 's youth and traces her greed , his love for Claudia seems real. He forgives her for her affair,
development from the first moment she lays eyes on Pilate. Her strong despite that in ancient Rome most men killed their wives for any hint of
belief in the Egyptian goddess Isis causes her to beg a man at the temple indiscretion. He also continuousl y seeks to p lease her even thoug h he
for a love potion with which she can win Pilate over. Despite her success. appears to understand that he will never be enough to keep her happy.
Surprisingly little of the novel focuses on
her marriage quickly becomes an entanglewhat Pilate is most well remembered for—his
ment of his affairs and politics. Every time
's
role
in the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Claudia ,
Pilate has an affair it hard to accept that
Claudia says nothing to him. She instead goes
who throug h much of the novel has "sight "
into the future, warns Pilate that involvement
back to the temple hoping for stronger herbs
with Jesus will tarnishhis name. However , the
to keep Pilate in her bed only.
trial and crucifixion only occupy a few short
In the meantime. Claudia 's close relationchapters at the end of the novel. It is never a
ship with her sister Marcella and a courtesan,
Miriam (of Magdala), begin to change her
driving force of the novel: rather love, or a
lack thereof propels the entire book forward.
view on men and sexual relationships.
The most powerful force in the book was
Marcella and Miriam enjoy independence
from men and seek onl y passion in their lives.
the relationships between characters.
Throughout the entire book . May explores the
Claudia is stirred later when Marcella (a
relations between families and friends in a
Vestal Virgin) risks penalty by death to contime of political upheaval where who you lovetinue her affair with the man she loves. The
differences between these women and
can result in punishment if loyalty to the
emperor is questioned Claudia watches her
Claudia create an underlying question in the
own family be taken before Emperor Tiberius
book as to what love is or what it should be.
't
and charged with treason in some capacity. It
For his part , Pilate can understand why
Claudia seems unhappy because their maris her marriage to a man she doesn 't love that
HARPERCOUINS COM
riage has provided her with wealth and a
saves her throughout most of the novel. She
Novel
laces
the
reader
back
in
ancient
Rome
p
must visit her famil y in secret if she is to see
hi gher social standing. As Claudia realizes
them at all Throughout the novel the reader
there is more to loving someone than the
superficiality she believed it to be before, she
sees characters who strugg le to survive in a
finds her eyes drifting to a gladiator she had seen in her youth , Holtan. It politically driven world that overlooks personal desire C laudia does
everything she can to survive, rel ying on faith to unite her with her love
is not long before she has an affair of her own with him.
However, the love between Claudia and Holtan never felt real to me. in another life. The novel is sad at times, but mostly depicts a constant
Claudia often seemed to be drifting aimlessly, never full y grasping what battle to survive against all odds.
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Popular drink from Spain is made well locally too

By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

I always get nervous ordering drinks with dinner. Sometimes it can be
overwhelming to figure out which drinks should pair with which meal.
Sometimes the best and worst way 10 go is to just dive in and order a random drink. And when ordering that drink , I try to sound confident , as if
1 have had the drink p lenty of times. I figure this must be the way that
my parents and other adults I know seem to know exactly what to order
with each meal. In an effort to try to things , I dived in and tried the Sangria now offered on the Ruby Tuesday 's menu.
Sangria is a typical drink in Spain and Portugal, derived from sangrar.
meaning "to bleed." This name likel y comes from the deep red color typicall y associated with the dnnk. Made with red wine, brandy, a sweetener and fruits this drink is generally very sweet. Recently, sangria mixes
have been made with white wine instead of the red. At Ruby Tuesday 's
last weekend I was able to try out the white sangria. For four dollars you
get a delicious drink made with great wine, 100 percent juice and fresh
fruits. The sangria with white wine is more popular than their red , despite
it being a newer version of the original sangria.
The best way to describe the sangria is refreshing. You can sec the
fresh fruit in the drink , which appeared to be orange and peach and the
natural flavor of them seep into the drink. The drink is very sweet from
the fruit and juice , which detracts greatly from the wine in the mix. You
can 't smell the wine, nor does the drink taste very alcoholic The citrus

flavor was very enjoyable, and the drink was kept cold with p lenty of ice
The smell of the drink is very subtle , in fact it is very hard to detect
a scent even when bringing the drink to my mouth to taste A lig ht citrus juice smell comp lements the taste of peach and orange As mentioned before, there is not scent of alcohol , likely because the drink
docs not seem to have much at all The glass is fairl y large but didn 't
leave me feeling tipsy or light headed at all, as a regular glass of wine
may have.
I paired the dnnk with an order of their herb-crusted tilapia. Tilapia is
a fish similar to a sole or a flounder, but it is not as bland as those The
meal paired well with the dnnk. As a whole it made the dinner taste more
delicate and light. The taste, however, didn 't linger in my mouth long,
making it easy to clear the palate in between each bite. 1 imagine that sangria with red wine would not have had this same effect with tish , as red
wine tends to be much stronger in taste than a white in my experience.
The dnnk is perfect for a dinner drink , or would likel y also make the
perfect recipe to mix up a pitcher for a nig ht with friends But whether or
not you try to make the recipe yourself at some point, you should try it
out at Ruby Tuesday 's, whether you are getting a full meal or not. It 's an
easy option and indescribably delicious While in many aspects it does
not match the sangria you will find in Spain itself, it 's a great step toward
capturing the flavor found abroad

Mules plagued by turnovers in loss
From FOOTBALL. Page 18
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omen . crew team edged out B OM doin in the A race, but lost by 90 seconds to host Bates

Crew rows in CBB action
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend's Colby -BatesBowdoin Chase marked the end of the
crew team 's fall season The event.
held ai the Colby-Hume Center, also
heralded another chapter in the ro\- ing club's rich historj Alter the race ,
mo new four-person shells were dedicated to Pete Morelli "02 and Ted
Farwell "05 Morelli and Farwell are
Colb) 's first male Lnited States Row ing National Team members
" After the dedication ." senior caption Trevor Hardigan said, "the seniors had the honor of joining Pete and
Ted for a row in the boat beanng the
respeem e names "
But all of this celebration took
place after the main e\ent racing
arch-mals Bates College and Bowdoin College Despite eliciting fiery.
competition , the Maine New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
schools all tacitl y agreed to compete
in the CBB "senmmage" as a whimsical season-closer
"It is important to note that the
CBB senmmage counts on our schedule as just that , a senmmage." Head
Coach Stew Stokes said "It 's not any
sort of official race "

The race was . however , timed
And. unfortunately, that-school-froniLewiston dominated the event. The
Bobcats " first stnng of women rowed
through the 4.000-meter course over
90 seconds faster than the Mules ' Ateam. Meanwhile. Bowdoin 's best
finished five seconds after Colby

We were able to
make some
good changes
over the course
of the fall season , and we
gained quite a
bit of speed.
Trevor Hardigan '09

Captain

While the Bates women B and C
teams were also the top in their divisions. Colb y 's second and third tiers
were untouchable by Bowdoin 's B
and C teams.
Bates also easil y won the men 's

competition The Bates A team finished 40 seconds ahead of the
men 's A team. And. like the
women . Bowdoin ' s men finished
on bottom
The men 's B and C team races
provided a closer, if not more diverse, competition Althoug h Bates '
B team easil y won, the Colby B team
relentlessl y fought a rogue boat that
consisted of. according to Hardigan.
"a mix of four novice Colby rowers."
as well as Ted Farwell 05. Pete
Morelli '02. Rob Zondervan '07 and
a Bowdoin rower.
This Colby Bowdom'Alumni boat
finished at exactl y the same time as
the surging Colb y B boat as the
heated competition ended in a pleasant draw.
Despite being trounced by the
Bobcats . Colby Crew finished this
season with a good attitude
"While we didn ' t have as good a
race as we would have liked. " Hardigan recalled after rowing with the
celebrated alums, "we were able to
make some good changes over the
course of the fall season, and we
gained quite a bit of speed We'll try
to continue that momentum into w inter training as we look ahead to the
spring. "

Men s soccer earns big win at home

TOM BOU-iER !X£ CtXB* (CK0

Andrew. Cheit 09 uses some fancx footw ork to get by Bowdoin defenders

From MEN'S SOCCER. Page 18

ball curled up and around the Polar
Bear wall and found its way right
under the crossbar past Hicks, who
was off the line
After the goal . Colby kept the
pressure on Bennett and King
p layed well in the middle, constantl y
creating opportunities In the rSOth
minute. Randall had two very good

[It] was an awesome win for
us individually,
the team , and
the program as
a whole.
Tom Milaschewski '09
Captain

chances to extend the Mules " lead
First. Randall forced a Colb y throw in and quickly found Brown, whom
teammate Ploudrc acknowled ged
"p layed a great game he was unstoppable ' Thus , fearing what he
could do . the Bowdoin defenders

took down the junior forward The
ensuing free kick was cleared by a
beautiful lay out header by a Polar
Bear defender The ball came back
to Randall, who got to the comer and
crossed it The keeper came out. but
couldn 't get a hand on it. leaving the
net empty However. Bowdoin still
managed to clear it out. keeping the
score 2-0 in Colby 's favor
The tide then shifted slig htl y, with
Bowdoin getting some good chances
and capitalizing First, the Polar
Bears put a ball over the top and had
a step on the Mule defender Marden
stepped up. but was caug ht in no
man 's land as the forward reached
the ball first The shot went wide left
for a goal kick. Soon after . Ben
Desmond ' I I . who won every
header he elevated for, tried to make
a move past a forward but lost possession Bowdoin seized the opportunity in the Colby box and make a
great shot , yet the superhuman Marden laid out for a glorious save to the
delig ht of the home crowd
Bowdoin did score with about 25
minutes remaining in the game
Hicks punted it to the right side and
Bowdoin made a quick pass to a forward streaking up the middle The
defense blocked first-year Eddie
Jones ' s attempts to score, but Ben
Denton-Schneidcr 's follow up shot
could not be stopped After that goal.

Bowdoin tried to rall y for a gametying goal , but it could not put anything together After some flashes of
bnlliancc, the Polar Bears returned to
playing sloppy. Josh Lyvers ' 12 took
advantage of a botched clearance and
made the most of his one-on-one
with the keeper to give Colb y a 3-1
cushion and essentiall y put the game
away. The last 15 minutes was all
Colby. James Westhafer '10. moved
from midfield back to defense and
played well , denying any Bowdoin
attempts Baldwin . Lyvers and Randall played nearl y flawlessl y in the
closing minutes. Seniors stepped up
big and embarrassed the third p lace
NESCAC team , with the final score
holding at 3-1.
It took twelve years to put down the
arctic animal from Brunswick and it felt
good "Complete and utter sweetness,"
Matt Vivero '11 said Cheit echoed
Vivero. saying the game was "unforgettable" and winning this game wasan
"amazing feeling " NatcSeibcrling 11
thought that it was "one of the greatest
games I' ve been a part of"
"Saturday 's win against Bowdoin
was an awesome win for us individually, the team, and the program as
a whole ." Milaschewski said,
"everyone on the team stepped up as
wc p layed the best game of our season." Head Coach Mark Serdjcnian
thoug ht that it was a "hard-earned
win going into tourney fever." Now,
all eyes turn to the away game
against Bates this Friday at 3:00 p.m.
Milaschewski knows that it is going
to be "a huge game " and would love
to sec that same fan support that
Colby showed in its first Code Blue
game last week down at Bates for
the regular season finale
Saturday was trul y a day for the
seniors. When Serdjenian speaks of
his players, a word that comes up
again and again is leadership He believes these seniors have worked hard
and played the game ng ht.
Colby also beat Thomas College in
the annual Elm City bowl. Per usual.
Colby easily handled the Terriers and
by outshooting them 29-5 Colby had
six different players score and only
gave up a penalty kick goal to win 6l Ktng. Cheit. Peter Williams '11 .
Randall. Matt Boyas-Watson '12 , and
Lyvers each scored , with Cheit adding
the lone assist. Marden and Doug
Sibor ' 10 sp lit time in net

Prunier to advance the ball to the
Bates 11-yard line. Carroll found Ken
Pnor ' 12 in the end zone for his first
touchdown reception of the season.
That drive broug ht Colby back into
the fold of the game with the score in
Bates ' favor 28-14 midway through
the third quarter
The defense came out with a full
head of steam on the next possession
as safety Alex Halls '09 recovered a
fumble by Katon on the first play after
a sack by Sam Handler '09. Colby
took over at the Bates ten-yard line
and took onl y one play to find the end
zone on a run by Prunier to cut the
deficit to 28-21. The series fired up
the Colby faithful and Mestien noted
that "At that time, there wasn 't a person on our sideline who didn 't think
we would win." Unfortunately, the
high spints were soon to be deflated
by the resilient Bobcats.
Still. Colby had scored three unanswered touchdowns and appeared to
be fully in control of the game The
offense, led by Carroll , had curbed its
dangerous turnover habit in the third
quarter and seemed to have a new

rhythm about its play. However, this
would be the closest the Mules would
come for the remainder of the game.
The Mules nearly sealed their fate
when Daley fumbled a punt inside the

At that time ,
there wasn't a
person on our
sideline who
didn 't think we
would win.
Ed Mestieri
Head Coach

Colby 20-yard line, but the defense
came up huge once again and forced a
fumble by Katon on the next play. The
sloppy play continued as Prunier fumbled two plays later after a nice run up
the middle. Bates took over at the
Colby 46 and would not fall victim to
the same miscues of its previous possessions in the second half. The Bobcats were able to string together a
couple of first downs and convert on

a 27-yard field goal to stretch the lei
to 31-2 1 with less than four minutj
to go. Colby had one last chance i
get back into the game, but Carro
threw an interception on the ensuin
drive and Bates pulled away with vii
tory on the first weekend of CH
play.
Mestieri credited the loss to tii
miscucs of the offense. "Rarel y ca
you overcome those numbers c
turnovers ," he said , "{and] we cd
tainly didn 't. " In fact, the Mules hd
been among the league leaders j
turnover margin heading into th
game, but on Saturday turned win
had been a team strength into the]
tragic Haw. Comy now needs sotn
help with a Bowdoin win over Batt
next weekend if it hopes to forced
three-way tie in the CBB series. Alst
the Mules ' hopes of a winning seaso
are now on the line on the roa
against Tufts, whom Colby was abj
to eliminate from New England Snu
College Athletic Conference champi
onship contention last season. Th
Mules ' final home game will b
played Nov. 8 as they conclude th
CBB series against Bowdoin i
Harold Alfond Stadium.

Colbystifled in two games

WOMEN'S SOCCER

By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women 's soccer team
had a tough go of it this week , dropping consecutive decisions to Husson
University on Tuesday and Bowdoin
College on Saturday. The team 's
record now stands at 4-8-1 overall,
with a 1 -6-1 mark in the New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference.
In p laying at Husson , the women
had to make the always-difficult
transition from being students one
moment to athletes in another , departing in the middle of the school
day for the trip to Bangor. Thoug h
Husson plays on artificial field turf ,
the Mules had little problem adjusting to the new surface, stringing together some nice passes at the start
of the game. Husson jumped on the
board early with a goal in the 13th
minute , but Colby rallied and equalised just over ten minutes later when
Nikki Pickering ' 12 tallied her
fourth goal of the season off an assist from Julie Denison '12. Despite
falling behind again just five minutes later, the team kept its composure and went into the intermission
down just 2-1. The Mules then came
out strong in the second half , holding much of the possession while
looking dangerous in the attack.
Their efforts were finally rewarded
in the 78th minute when Emily
Moos ' 12 bagged her first collegiate
goal , leveling the score at 2-2 with
little time remaining. As the final
whistle blew the score remained
tied, and the teams headed into sudden death overtime. Both teams had
quality chances in the first 19 minutes of the 20-minute extra time , and
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Leah Turino 'I! fightsf o r the ball in Saturday s' 4-0 loss to the Polar Bears
the game was truly anyone 's for the
taking. Unfortunatel y for the Mules.
Husson was able to grab the game
winner with an even minute left to
go when an Eagle striker headed in a
corner kick on the far post. The
Mules were forced to head back to
Waterville having p layed 109 minutes of good soccer but without a
victory to show for it.
In spite of the loss, the team
looked to continue its success scoring goals as they took on arch-rival
Bowdoin at home this past Saturday.
Thoug h they created good chances,
the Mules ultimately fell short, ending up on the short end of a 4-0 score
line. Bowdoin held a narrow 1-0 ad-

vantage at halftime, but doubled i
lead five minutes past halftime an
put the game away with late goals i
the 86th and 89th minutes. Loi
Pisani ' 11 and Rachel "Eggie
Freierman '09 combined to mak
eight saves at net for the Mules.
Despite these setbacks over the In
week, all is far from lost for the lean
Indeed, the lady Mules can qualify fi
the NESCAC tournament with a wi
this coming weekend against Bates
team with a 2-6-0 league recon
Should they be fortunate enough to «
vance, the Mules will travel I
Williams to try to exact some revent
on the Ephs, who defeated them 1-0 i
a closely contested match on Oct. IS

LIFTING THE BAR , RAISING AWARENESS

RO0 KKVH/THE COLBY EC*

The men s lacrosse team raised money f o r the Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation on Tuesday, October 28 by
hosting a bench press challenge outside of Pxdver Pavillion. Members of the Colby community sponsored
individual p layers f o r each rep they benched of the 135-pound bar. The PF Foundation is a non-profit corporation out of Colorado on the forefront of research and treatment development of the disease.

Field hockey f alls, 8-1 Remember the World Ser i e s ?
[ GUEST COLUMN

TOM BOUJEB/THE COLBY ECHO

.ipkiin Mary Clare Snediker '09 scored Colby s' only goal on Saturday.
fft* contest was Snediker s second game this fall since her returnf rom injury

Snediker, who suffered a knee injury during the 2008 lacrosse season,
rejoined the field hockey team last
[oil conceded by Bowdoin this sea- weekend, playing in her first two
w When asked about her goal , games of the '08 campaign against
'nediker immediately passed the Williams College and Connecticut
¦raise on to her teammate. "Meryl College. Her impact was immediately
mig ht hard to draw the foul ," apparent as she scored the only Colby
inediker said, "and
goal
against
hen set me up very
Williams.
Snediker 's relicely."
In
the
50th
turn adds experience to a Colby
mnute , the Polar
k.irs scored once
offense that is
nore to top out at
composed
of
mil l goals. Still , remostly freshmen
prdlcss
of
the
and sophomores,
icorc. the Mules
but
unfortuook pride in their
nately was not
lertormance against
enough to overi very strong team.
come the great
li also helped the
Polar Bear defense.
olar
Bear
cause
'
hat Bowdoin was
The Mules '
luardcd 12 penalty
last game of the
orncrs compared to Mary Clare Snediker '09 season will be
mly two for the
against Bates
Captain
Mules.)
College
on
Bowdoin earned
Halloween this
hunch of penalty
Friday, October
corners, Snediker said, but I m 31. The team is looking forward to
proud of our team for executing a replay of what was last year a
ne out of the two opportunities
very exciting game , with Colby
AC gOt. "
winning in triple-overtime.
From HELD HOCKEY, Page 18

Bowdoin earned
a bunch of
penalty corners ,
but I'm proud of
our team for
executing one
out of the two
opportunities
we got.

As this column goes to press , in
case you are unaware, the sports world
is eagerly awaiting the resumption of
game 5 in the 2008 World Scries. Or is
it? Indeed, despite the cliffhanger in
Philly—indefinitel y tied 2-2 after six
innings until the weather clears—fans
at the College seemed to have moved
on from baseball to the start of basketball season, the final weeks of college football, or to complete devotion
to the season-long melodrama that is
the NFL. With large fan bases such as
the Yankees ', Cubs', Dodgers ' and
Red Sox's left searching for answers
and looking forward to next year, we
have been left with what could be the
best sporting event nobody is watching. The Series is sure to be a hit in
Philadelphia and Tampa , as well as
with baseball die-hards across the nation , but the Phillies (mostly due to a
single championship throughout their
existence) and Rays (mostly due to
their mediocrity since the club's
founding in 1998) do not capture national attention . Still , this is one hell of
a series if you care to tune in.
The Rays came into the series with
powerfu l bats (16 home runs against a
top-five Boston staff) and some filthy
starting pitching in the ALCS by Mall
Garza and Scott Kazmir Philadelp hia
looks fairly similar on paper, with a
dominant front end of their rotation—
led by lights-out Cole Hamels—and
the second-best slugging percentage in
the NL behind the imposing bats of
Chase Utley and Ryan Howard. On the
other side, as a high-energy group of
young players who beat out traditional
powers in Boston and New York for
the AL East crown, the Rays were the
feel-good story of the 2008 season. Yet
the Phillies came in as another sort of
underdog as they represent a city
which has struggled to win just a single
baseball championship since the Athletics vacated Shibe Park for greener
pastures in Kansas City in 1954.
So here we arc : game five, bottom
of the sixth, tied 2-2.
Much has been made of the
Phillies ' inability to hit with runners in
scoring position this postseason.
While they need to get runners around
the bases, the Phils have been a
power-hitting team all season and
have slugged .518 in this series to
eclipse their .438 mark in the regular
season. In spite of the Rays * excellent

pitching, Ryan Howard has come
alive in the Fall Classic to hit three
home runs and drive in six. Tampa
manager Joe Maddon came into the
Scries with a strategy of pitching
around Chase Utley to go after the
struggling Howard , who has demonstrated an uncanny ability to strike out
But Howard's resurgence has allowed
Utley to come around and score four
times in the first four games and the
Rays are under pressure to find answers as they face elimination with
only four innings remaining.
Hamels , who started game five for
Philadel phia, is likel y out for the remainder of the series because of the
suspension. This is bad news for
Phillies fans as the young starter has
been dominant in the postseason and
was flat-out dealing on Monday night ,
giving up only two runs through six
with only a few solid drives coming
off Rays ' bats. Still , Evan Longoria
and Carlos Pena seem to have gotten
things going, each having notched
RBIs in game five. But it may be too
little too late, as they will likely sec
only one more p late appearance in
this elimination game. The Rays '
bull pen , which was solid all year,
demonstrated signs of vulnerability
against the Red Sox and these have
onl y continued against the Phillies.
Chad Bradford , a right-handed specialist , and Grant Balfour (althoug h
he has allowed five baserunncrs in
under two innings) are the only
Tampa relievers to not surrender an
earned run in the Scries. Scott
Kazmir, the game five starter for the
Rays, also had a good game one, and
pitched well enough on Monday to
get out of the game in the fifth having
allowed onl y two runs. But the Tampa
bullpen is now at center-stage without
an established closer or set-up man to
close out game five. They will have to
face a pinch hitter to start the bottom
of the sixth , likely to be Matt Stairs or
Eric Bruntlett. and then it 's back to
Jimmy Rollins and the dangerous top
of the Phillies * order. All eyes will be
on Maddon once again as he attempts
to game-plan for this unexpected scenario. Antici pate the entrance of
David Price, the hard-throwing rookie
for the Rays, if sluggers such as
Howard and Utley come up with runners on.
With just three innings left to complete in this game, Philadelphia looks
good in terms of the bullpen , with all
pitchers available heading into the resumed game. Ryan Madson , JC
Romero, and Brad Lidge are likel y to
get an inning each as the Phils try to
close out Tampa and win their city's
first sports championship since the
1983 Sixers.

Equestrian team saddles up this fall
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

fvcry spring and fall , while
E olb y 's other bi-scasonal teams take
1
the tennis courts, crew shells and
! 'It courses , the Colby equestrian
team travels to nearby Skowhcgan
tJ through the doors of the Pen¦tragon Barn. The team , which is
technically a club at the College, has
H> members, of whom about 15 acBvely compete in weekend competir, "ns . At these competitions , also
Allied shows, members of Colby
Equestrian participate in eight divi>i ns of riding, from walk/trot to
'pen jumping. Scoring is done for
tach team 's chosen "point rider" in
each division , with points dependent
"i the jud ges' placing. Colby comD*tes in the Intercollegiate Horsertiaw Association , which holds
shows at both the regional and na' ¦mal level and hel ps to determine
¦he National Team Champion in
r^ .irding the Cacchione Cup each
[car. The Mules show in 7.one 1, re-•¦.¦n 2 in the IHSA.
Over fall break, the equestrian team
•wmpetcd in its first shows of the sca*n at the University of Vermont and
Middlebury College. The team earned
P points towards its end of year
1.1SA total and had several excellent
ft-hvidua) performances. Per IHSA
" les , the host school must provide all
Be horses, and rides are determined at
indom. Riders have no time to be•rtie accustomed to the horse they
Mil ride before entering the ring to
mpete. First-year Caroline Maguirc
¦ -Mainl y impressed in her debut
I laws for the team , earning third
ice in Beginner Walk-Trot-Canter at
VM and first place at Middlcbury.
mi co-captain Clary Cole '10 also

earned a double second place in interesting and the jump configuration ance of new coach, Sandy Porter-Bean,
Novice Flat and Fences at Middle- involved more thinking than a lot of who owns Pendragon. This weekend is
bury, despite two difficult horse the other Novice classes I've jumped. Colby's last show of the fall season, at
draws. Other individual results in- Also, the horse Perfect—actually was UNH , which the team is especially
looking forward to because they will
clude a fourth place by Julia Essen- perfect"
Added Essenburg, "The show ran find out how they placed overall on the
burg Ml
in Novice Flat at
Middlcbury, fourth Place in Advanced pretty smoothly; there were no falls, IHSA season. Indeed, although scoring
Walk-Trot-Canter by Laura Bisbee although one horse was pulled due to is done at every IHSA show, teams
'09 at Middlebury and fifth Place by lameness."
only know how they 've done at the
Charlotte Olena M2 in Novice Flat at
Overall , the team looks forward to conclusion of each season, for the
continued improvement and successes points arc totaled up from all the shows
Middlebury.
This past Sunday, the team com- throughout the season under the guid- to determine team places.
peted at Mount Ida College in
Newton. Massachusetts against
eight other schools: UVM, Middlebury, Bates College, Dartmouth
College, Castlcton State College ,
University of New Hampshire ,
Colby-Sawyer College and of
course, host Mount Ida. Upon 8:00
a.m. arrival , all participating riders
were pleasantly surprised by the
well-presented course, which even
included Halloween-themed fences
that proved to be "more challenging than at a lot of other shows," in
the words of Essenburg. At the
show, first-year Cat Gallagher had
a very strong showing for the
Mules , placing second in novice
flat and fourth in novice jumping.
MorganncKraines Ml placed second in novice jumping while Charlotte Olena M2 placed third. Said
Kraines, "My first ride, I drew a
pretty stiff horse that I didn 't mesh
well with partly because he was
enormous and we didn 't fit each
other at all. But on my second ride
I drew a steady, nice chestnut thoroughbred that allowed me to focus
on my position because 1 didn 't
have to worry about the horse acting up, and I had a pretty successful ride."
COURTESY OF DEBM ESSCNBURG
Olena felt that "the jump class Clary Cole '10 competes in Novice Fences at Middlcbury over Fall Break.
went well because the course was

i DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

FILE PHOTO

Andy Rosengarten '12
SPORT:

Volleyball
HOMETOWN:

O^^ .
A
(fc V/Hr
Total season kills

p^,™
,..^
POSITION:
Outside
hitter
WHY: In Colby's 3-0 (25-13, 25-22, 25-14) win over
Westfield State on Friday,Rosengarten finished
with six kills, 1
1digs and three aces in two games.
In Saturday's matches against Gordon and
Wheaton, the first-year hitter had six kills in three
games. For her performance, Rosengarten was
named to the All-Tournament team.
NESCAC ROUND-UP
The Williams men 's cross country team will look to win its Uurd straight conference title at the 2008 NESCAC Cross Country Championships to be held this
Saturday. Nov. 1. The meet begins at noon with the men's 8-kilometer cliampionship
race and will be followed at I p.m. by the women 's 6-kilometer championship race,
in which two-time defending champion Amherst will be under the gun to bring
home a thrce-pcat Indeed, with the Lord Jeffs having graduated three of their top
five runners from last year, challengers Middlcbury and Williams will be looking for
a coup d'etat of the conference throne Still , should one of these squads manage to
take down Amherst, the title would go to familiar company—the Lord Jeffs, Panthers, and Ephs have combined to win the last 12 NESCAC titles.. .Tufts senior running back Will Forde received the Boston Globe Gold Helmet Award for Division
ll/III Wednesday at the New England Football Writers luncheon in Cambridge,
Mass. Forde had 23 carries for 130 yards and one touchdown as die Jumbos defeated Williams, 17-7, in their first win over the Ephs since 1986 (0- 19-2) Forde also
caught five balls for 36 yards and was named the NESCAC Offensive Player of the
Week for his efforts.At the time of the luncheon, the senior had rushed for over 100
yards through every game of the season , though last Saturday he was held to just 36
yards on 12 carries in Tufts ' 24-17 loss at Amherst. Entering the first weekend of November, Forde is second in the NESCAC in rushing with 691 total yards on 144 attempts fora4.8 yards-per-carry average. Forde and the Jumbos will look to rebound
from their loss to the Lord Jeffs when they take on the Mules this Saturday.
—Nick Cunkelman. Sports Editor

STANDINGS

LEADERS

Polar Bears blank
women's soccer
40 at home

Colby equestrian
competes at
weekend shows
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Bobcats stun the Mules

I FOOTBALL

Colby drops f irst
game of CBB
series to 0-5 Bates
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

TOM BOLLIEH/IHE C0L8V ECHO

.Andrew Cheit '09 advances the ball downfield in the Mules '3-1 win over Bowdoin on Saturday, Oct. 25.

Men's soccer on hot streak

The Mules upset
Bowdoin f or f irst
time in 12 years
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's soccer team is
playing very well as of late , and it has
the wins to show for it The Mules
earned two victories this past week
and outscored their opponents 9-2 in
the process. With routs over local
Thomas College and semi-local Bowdoin College, the Mules increase their
chance of making the postseason.
Colby (7-5-1 overall , 3-4- 1 in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference) can secure a spot in the
playoffs with a win or tie over Bates,
and if Bowdoin and Williams College
lose, then Colby would clinch the
fourth seed and host a game in the
NESCAC tournament.
Saturday was senior day at Seavems Field . Captains Scott Carberry

and Tom Milaschewski, Luc Bennett,
Todd Boertzel, Andrew Cheit , Logan
King, Tyler Plourde and Matt Shatkin
played in what could be their last
home game at Colby College, and they
made it a game to remember. Coming
into the game, Colby had not beaten
Bowdoin since 1996. Cheit had "never
been more amped before a game than
I was for this one in the entire time
I' ve played soccer" and his emotion
carried over to the rest of the team.
The Mules started the game well ,
controlling the ball effectively and
making smart passes. The talk on the
sidelines was all about defender Mike
Baldwin MO , who was clearing the
ball quickl y, and Scott Brown MO ,
who was tirelessly hustling after Polar
Bear defenders. First-year Peter Randall, who can dangle with the best of
them , was making the Bowdoin defense look dazed.
In the 30th minute , Boertzel
showed the effectiveness of a deep
throw from Bowdoin territory. Milaschewski got some head on the
throw in and flicked it into the box .
Brown collected the ball and dis-

charged a left-footed snipe past goalie
Dan Hicks to put Colby up 1-0. The
Mules took the lead into halftime , in
large part thanks to the defense, with
seniors Milaschewski and Shatkin
stopping crosses and clearing the ball
before the Bowdoin forwards could
get a solid shot.
The second half started evenly. In
the 50th minute , the Polar Bears got
a free kick off of a questionable
hand-ball by Randall. Keeper Dan
Marden MO , last week's NESCAC
Player of the Week for his two
shutouts against second-in-theNESCAC Williams and Connecticut
College , scampered out and made
the save. Two minutes later . Brown
gathered the ball and dribbled it
throug h several defenders until he
was taken down from behind. King,
who last week nearly had a goal
from a similar spot , opted to take the
free kick. He certainl y seemed to
have learned from last week , and
drilledashot from 25 yards out. The
See MEN'S SOCCER, Page 16

Head football coach Ed Mestieri
noted last week in the Oct. 22 issue of
the Echo that records mean little in the
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin rivalry series:
"We knew going in that Bates plays
us as tough as anyone on our schedule year after year." And indeed, despite the Bobcats * defeated record
heading into Saturday 's contest in
Lewiston (0-5), the Mules got everything they could handle and more
from their archrivals. The evenlymatched game—highlighted by tough
defensive
play
and
crucial
turnovers—amounted to a Bates 31 21 victory.
Bates was able to jump out to a 280 lead in the first half after several
miscues by the Colby offense led to
turnovers. The Bobcats recovered
fumbles on the Mules ' first two possessions but were unable to take advantage of their good field position.
The Colby defense was crucial in
keeping the game scoreless and forcing Bates to punt the ball away. However, on its third possession of the day,
Colby again turned the ball over when
a pass from Patrick Bums Ml from
the 15-yard line was picked off by
Mark Liu after it was deflected at the
line of scrimmage. This time . Bates
first-year quarterback Ryan Kayton
was able to find his ti ght end Sean
Wirth in the end zone to give the Bobcats a 7-0 advantage at the end of the
first quarter.
Later in the half, as Colby was driving into Bates territory at the 31-yard
line, halfback Dan Prunier M0 fumbled the ball after a second effort on
third and two. This was the third fumble and fourth turnover in just over a

Colby squad
suffers loss
to Polar Bears
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 17

Colby offense took the field for one
last drive in the first half. CarToIl completed two short-yardage passes to
Matt Hellinger '09 before findini!
Connor Walsh ' 12 over the middle for
a 38-yard reception to the two-yard
line with nine seconds left. As time
expired , Prunier was able to find the
end zone to cut the deficit to 21 heading into the locker rooms.
In its initial drive of the second
half, Colby looked to have something
going but was slowed by a false start
in Bates territory and forced to punt
The defense continued its solid plav
and forced a three and out by the Bobcats . Tom Daley '09 returned the pum
18 yards to give the Mules excellent
field position at the Bates 44-yard
line. After some gritty running b\
See FOOTBALL, Page 16
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Dan Prunier '10 runs to daylight as quarterback Steve Carroll '10 exults

CODE BLUE

FIELD HOCKEY

The Mules knew what they were
in store for heading into last Saturday 's competition. To go up against
the defending Division III National
Champions , the Bowdoin College
Polar Bears , was certainly going to
be a challenge , especiall y having to
face them the week after they received their first loss in nearly two
years at the hands of Trinity College.
Indeed , the Polar Bears came out
looking to redeem themselves after
being upset by an upstart Trinity
team , and they did so in a big way,
scoring eight goals , lour of which
came from one of their captains
Lindsey McNamara , who also contributed an assist to the Polar Bear
offense. McNamara started off the
scoring just 90 seconds into the first
half , giving Bowdoin the immediate
advantage. She then found the back
of the net twice more while teammates Madeleine McQuccney,
Shavonnc Lord , and Julia King
scored one apiece to give the Polar
Bears a 6-0 lead at halftime.
The second half must have
seemed like deja vu for the Colby
defense as McNamara again scored
within the first minute. With the
score at 7-0, the Mules found themselves fi ghting to stay in the game.
However, the team managed to find
one bright spot when its efforts were
rewarded as captain Mary Clare
Snediker '09 scored on an assist by
Meryl Poulin M l . It was just the fifth

quarter of play by the Mules. Katon
was able to lead the Bobcats on a nineplay 70-yard scoring drive with four
first downs. He found wideout Evan
Tiemy on a 35-yard pass for the touchdown to give Bates a 14-0 lead.
Bums's passes were intercepted twice
more in the second quarter and Bates
was able to mm one of them, by Cam
Evans at the Colby 22-yard line, into a
20 yard scoring strike from Kayton to
Matt Gregg for a 21-0 lead. On the
next Mules possession, Steve Carroll
MO relieved Bums at quarterback, but
Pruiner committed another costly rumble, this time at the Colby 41 -yard line.
Bates safety Kyle McAllister picked
up the ball and never looked back as
he ran the distance into the end zone
for a touchdown and a 28-0 lead.
With onl y a minute left on the
clock and a four-score deficit, the

The Mules 'Andy Rosengarten '12 sets up her teammates in Colby s' four-set victory over NESCAC rival Bates.

Volleyball 'kills' Bates
By PETER KILKELLY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's volley ball
team had a week of mixed results,
with a big win over Bates at home last
Wednesday and a 1 -2 weekend at the
Hall of Fame Classic at Mount
Hol yoke College in South Hadley,
Massachusetts. At Mount Holyoke ,
the Mules defeated Westfield State
College before losing to Gordon College and Wheaton College.
But the big match of the week was
the victory over Bates. Indeed ,
"Bates was a huge win for us not
only because the team really came
together but also because it kept us
in playoff contention ," captain Carlic Mmichino '09 said. Colby won 3J , with set scores of 25-11 . 23-25,
25-20, 25-22.
Senior setter Jenny Lawrence was
particularly impressive against the
Bobcats , with 33 assists, seven defensive digs, six service aces, and five
kills. Also helping Colby was
Heather Arvidson ' l I with II kills
and six blocks, Andrea Rosengarten

M2 with 19 digs and 10 kills , and
Meredith Lawler '09 with nine kills
and two blocks.
In contrast , the Hall Classic on Friday and Saturday was more frustrating for the team. Though the
tournament started out well for the
Mules with a solid win over Westfield
State, 3-0, with set scores of 25-13,
25-22, 25-14, it was Colby 's only win
of the weekend. In the win, Lawler
had nine kills, eight digs, four blocks,
and three aces. Rosengarten totaled
six kills, 11 digs , and three aces in two
games. Lawrence finished with 15 assists, seven digs, and two blocks in
two games.
The next day did not turn out so
well for the Mules, with losses to Gordon and Wheaton. The team lost to
Gordon 3-1 and to Wheaton 3-0. In
the six sets that Colby lost , onl y the
first one against Wheaton College was
by more than four points. This was indicative of how close both matches
were, even though the final scores of
3-0 and 3-1 fail to show this.
A silver lining to the tournament

was Colby 's own Rosengarten, the
first-year outside hitter , who was
named to the all-tournament team.
Such a strong performance by a firslycar player bodes well for the future
of the team, both this season and in
the coming years.
The team will have to shake off
its weekend in western Massachusetts and look toward this weekend's New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
matches
against Williams College, Hamilton
College , and Middlebury College,
all of which are at home. "We're
looking ahead to this weekend to really make a splash and build some
momentum
for
playoffs,"
Minichino said. Building off of the
Bates win and enjoying home-court
advantage will hopefull y prove to
be the difference for the Mules.
The first match is Friday at 6:00
p.m. against Williams, followed by a
double-header on Saturday with a
match against Hamilton at 11:00 a.m.
and against Middlebury at 4:00 p.m.

Code Blue is an initiative of the Student Athletics Advisory Council (SAAC) that promotes student attendance at home games. Each
sport will get one Code Blue game that SAAC will help advertise
and put on halftime events, give out free t-shirts, and sponsor cookouts before, during, and after each game. There will be music and
prizes given out to the winners of the halftime events, such as a juggling competition for soccer, a midficld open goal shot for field
hockey, and attempting field goals for football. The second round of
Code Blue games are coming up this weekend. Volleyball has three
home matches, starting on Friday against Williams followed by
matches against Hamilton and Middlebury on Saturday. Of these
three, the featured Code Blue game is against the Middlebury Panthers at 4 p.m. in the Athletic Center on Nov. 1, though attendance
at all games is strongly encouraged. The final Code Blue game will
be the football game at 1 p.m. on Nov. 8 at the new Alfond Stadium ,
where they are undefeated this year (3-0). Code Blue t-shirts will be
available for $5 at the games. So come down , show your school
spirit, and cheer on your fellow classmates.

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
VOLLEYBALL: SATURDAY AT 4 P.M.

VS. MIDDLEBURY
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